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SOUTH SANTA FE
COUNTY LOOKING UP

FORMER
PRGMPT

DENIAL

Inter-

Repudiates

view in Toledo

Paper
SAYS HE

VMSjllSQUOTED

Associated Press Learns
That Hatchet Has Been
Buried in Ohio.

Mining Companies There Pushing Development Work Old Camps May
Become Famous.
Dr. S. C. Clark, surgeon of the Santa Fe Gold and Copper company at
San Pedro, spent yesterday' In the city
on business. Dr. Clark has been a resident of New Mexico for a number of
years and for several years was surgeon of the New Mexico Fuel company
at Madrid. From there he moved to
Bernalillo, where he practiced for
awhile and thereafter was appointed
to the responsible position he now
holds, He enjoys the reputation of a
conscientious, able, careful and attentive physician who has had much success in attending to the many cases
th
which come to him. Concerning
San Pedro mining camp the doctor
said:
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NEW MEXICO FINE
INSURANCE FIELD GREAT

FATAL GRADE

Insurance
Commissioner
Deputy
Lineau Says No Companies Are to
Withdraw from Territory.

0

n iledTI

injured

Leaky Boiler Believed to Bend in Road Approaching
Have Been Responsible
Track Prevented Driver
for Explosion.
From Seeing Ahead.

BRITAIN

HOLDING

ALOOF

Insurance

Commissioner
Lienau, who has returned
from Denver, where he went to Inspect
the condition of the Western Life
.Insurance company, previous to its admittance to dq business in New Mexico, to a New Mexican representative
today, said he had talked with a number of fire and life Insurance men and
all spoke very highly of New Mexico
as an insurance field. Mr. Lienau
said:
"Tills talk about fire insurance companies withdrawing from New Mexico
on account of recent heavy losses is
all bosh. The insurance companies do
ing business in this territory have no
reason to complain. According to the
figures during the past twenty-siyears there has been $280,000,000 of
fire insurance written in the territory
the total premiums
upon which
amounted to $5,296,462 and during the
same period losses paid amounted to
$2,39S,r37, leaving a balance to credit
of the fire insurance companies alwve
losses paid of $2,897,925. The New
Mexico Insurance rates are lower than
Montana, Arizona, Florida, Mississippi,
North Dakota, Oregon and several
other states and during the twenty-siyears this territory has furnished
$100,000,000 more fire insurance than
the state of Wyoming. Talk about the
heavy losses, New Mexico was never
a better field for flrstclass fire insur
ance companies than it is today, Just
think of it, the loss rate in 1907 was
only 25.7 per cent or lower than it ev
er has been in the history of the ter
ritory with the exception of 1887 when
the loss rate was 22.3 per cent. The
people of New Mexico paid in insur
ance premiums in 1907 $503,000 for
which they received in return losses
paid only $130,000, leaving a net balance gain of $375,000 to the credit of
the fire insurance companies.
"They treated me right on my visit
to Denver, and every insurance com
pany and the representatives of insur
ance companies who are making their
headquarters at Denver, came to set
me. They were glad to see that the
Insurance department of New Mexico
is taking pains to Investigate thoroughly every company before they allow it
to enter the field."
Mr. Lienau says that every life In
surance company that enters the field
of New Mexico is gilt edge and the
citizens of this territory who take a
policy in any of the companies hold
ing a New Mexico license are good
and the policy is worth what It calls
.
for.
Deputy

Peter

Shocking Accident Electric Car Runs
Down Carriage
Just East of
Full of People
Trinidad

"The Santa Fe

Gold and Copper comnow employing about fifty
pany
men in development and cleaning up
work. The miners are well satisfied
with their treatment and receive good
wages. The management of the company, is scrupulously fair in the treatment of its employes and satisfaction
and content prevail. Superintendent
Case, who has charge of the work and
the mines, is a very able and successful mining engineer of many years
standing and is certainly the right man
in the right place. As you know the
workings In the mine are very extensive and In my opinion it is one of
the be6t and most extensive copper
,
properties in the United States. Should
it be deemed necessary by the management to Increase the force everything
is in apple pie order and could be
started to work at an hour's notice. In
the vicinity of the San Pedro mining
district, about one and a half miles
across the fyll, the Oro Quay Gold and
is working
Silver Mining company
about twenty men. This work is being
done by the Colorado Fuel and Iron
company, a big corjioratlon. The iron
ore found there is called bessemer ore
and is very valuable in the manufacture of steel rails especially. The supply of it in the United States is limited, hence the value of the Oro Quay
group of mines.
'
ports."
"The Lazarus Mining company Is
v
Report Says Hatchet is. Buried.
working about 20 men in its mines in
The Associated Press In its report San Lazarus Gulch and its mill is runof the meeting of Judge ;Taft and Sen- ning full time. It Is understood that
ator Foraker here yesterday has a the returns have been very satisfacstory directly at variance with that tory. There are also a number of min
of the Times and Is of the opinion that ers who are working smaller 'gold and
the hatchet has been buried in Ohio. copper claims and who make good
"
i
Kiyi!.:,
wages. The copper ore produced "'is
.' "That Taft and Foraker are politic- sold to
'the Santa Fe Gold and Copper
ally together was not only the public company.
admission of both Taft and Foraker
"There is an agricultural valley
here yesterday, but also the political along the San Pedro arroyb, a couple
sensation of Ohio. Senator , Foraker of miles from the
mining camp. There
is an avowed candidate for the United are a number of homesteaders located
State Senate to succeed himself and there and they have good crops of
hla services in the national campaign vegetables and if an
early frost does
have been sought by Chairman Frank not set in
they will make- good crops
Hitchcock of the national committee of
coin, and rough feed. Those set
and the senator has promised to take tlers who have worked hard will gath
the stump. At a dinner given here on er good crops.
Tuesday night by Charles T. Lewis,
"Between San Pedro and Stanley.
who Is Incidentally the host of Judge
as soon as the hills are left behind,
s
Bass
Taft at Middle
Island, being there ar
quite a number of homepresident of that organization, there stead settlers who are
improving their
were present Senator Foraker, Generfarms and I believe many of them will
al Henry C. Corbin, Representative J.
raise crops. That seems to be an esWarren Keifer, of Ohio, and James
pecially fine country for raising chickHoyt, an attorney of Cleveland. This ens
and
are
eggs
produced
dinner resulted in an invitation to there in
at a fair
numbers
and
large
Senator Foraker to remain in this city
farm house has a poul
prices.
Every
and attend the review of the parade
filled with poultry. It is my
of the Grand Army of the Republic try yard
that the farmers there can
opinion
in the stand with Judge Taft and also
make crops but it will take hard work
the reception given later by the Lin- and extensive
farming after the Campcoln Republican club. Those who atbell dry farming system to succeed.
tended the dinner are authority for
Should the copper market take an
the further statement that when Senator Foraker left the dinner he was upward tendency it is very likely that
called on the Long Distance telephone the Santa Fe Gold and Copper com
from Chicago by Chairman Hitchcock pany may put an increased force of
and requested to open the Republican men to work for the production of a
campaign in Kansas. Senator Foraker larger amount of copper, the copper
has not yet given his answer on the deposits In the mines being very ex"invitation, but it is said that he told tensive. Should the development work
the national chairman that he would of the Oro Quay company prove that
take part In the speaking program for large bodies of Iron ore exists there,
south Santa Fe county will be a humthe occasion."
mer, as that company will certainly
put a heavy force of miners in the
REPUBLICAN MAJORITY
IN VERMONT 29,376 field.

Cincinnati, 0., Sept. 3. In a comprehensive denial, Senator Joseph B.
Foraker today disposed of the sensa-llona- l
story published in the Toledo
Times this morning, giving what purported to be an authorized statement
from him to the effect that there had
been no peace compact between himself and Judg W.H. Taft; that President Roosevelt had adopted the policies of Mr. Bryan, and between the
two he preferred the genuine to the
imitation; that the only difference between the Democrats and the Republicans was that the Republicans favored
tariff revision after March 4, and the
Democrats favored immediate revision
and that ' he believed in immediate revision.
in
the Toledo
."The statement
Times," said Senator Foraker today,
"is grossly misleading. I told a representative for the Times that there had
been no agreement of any kind either
made or suggested; that there waa no
trouble between Judge Taft and myself; that I toad not made any request
of Judge Taft and he tiad not made
any of me. Our conversation yesterday
was only social and that which would
naturally be suggested by the character of the occasion. I wish there could
be some way found to stop the pubre-- ,
lication of these mischief-makin-
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Not in a Hurry to
Recognize Mulai

Hafig
T

New Sultan of Morocco Must
Carry Out Obligations to
European Powers

x

Trinidad,

No.

Colo., Sept.

3.

Two persons

Ottawa,
Sept.
were killed, two fatally hurt and
three seriously injured near hero last
night when an electric car on the Illinois Valley railroad struck a carriage
injwhlch were Walter Snell, a wealthy
farmer ,and his family. The dead are:
,The twelve-year-oldaughter and the
son of Mr. Snell.
The fatally injured:
Mrs. Mamie Townsend and a daughwere from Raton.
ter of Mr. Snell, 15 years of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Snell and Mrs. Town-sepd'- s
According to Ashley, the train was
son were seriousrunning at the rate of about thirty
miles an hour when without warning ly hurt.
the boiler exploded, hurling the engine
A curve in the road at the point
from the track and badly wrecking it. where it crosses 1he railroad tracks
He was riding in the cab with the en- prevented Mr. Snell, who was driving,
gineer and firemen and all were blown froln seeing the rapidly approaching
some distance from the track. The car, The
carriage was demolished
bodies of the dead enginemen were arid the team killed.
horribly mutilated. Ashley's
injuries
consist of, a broken leg, broken arm
and painful cuts about the head and
face. He is also believed to be hurt
internally and may not recover.
The accident delayed traffic several H. M. Dow of Roswell, Twenty-Thre- e
hours.
Years of Age, is Admitted to
Practice.

pulling an extra oast , bound
freight train on the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe railway, blew up at
Kadrow siding, fourteen miles east of
here this morning. Engineer .T. F.
Miller was instantly killed, Fireman
Dunning so badly injured that he diod
in a hospital here several hours after"
the accident, and Brakeman Ashlev
seriously injured. All of the trainmen

111.,

917,

d

eilit-year-ol-

d

eight-year-ol-

d

Youngest lawyer

in new mexico

MILITARY INSTITUTE
OPENS FALL TERM
New Mexico's School of Arms Begins
'
Auspicious Session Cadets
,
Rapidly.
Arriving

v

'V-- -'
Special to the New Mexican.
Roswell. N. M Sept. 3. The New
Mexico Military Institute started off
in flrstclass shape for Its new term on
Tuesday the first inst. At 7 o'clock

oil

that

morning-"

twenty-fil-

e

siew

cadets marched to the mess room for
breakfast.' Cadets are arriving daily
and reporting for duty and Colonel
James W. Willson. the superintendent
expects by the end of the week that
ninety-fivof the cadets who attended the school last year will again be
In attendance this yean After deduct
ing the graduates of last year there
were 120 left. Out of this number It
is expected that 95 will again be in
attendance this year. This means a
very good percentage and Is unpre
cedented in military schools of this
kind.
The members of the faculty are all
present and on duty and everything is
in readiness for a very successful
term. The new barracks building Is
proceeding rapidly In construction, but
will not be ready for occupancy for

several months.
TERRITORIAL SUPREME
COURT GRINDING AWAY
The territorial supreme court continued in session today. Chief Justice
William J. Mills presiding and all the
associate justices and court officials
present as upon yesterday. The follow
ing cases were disposed of today;
Case No. 1131

Kitchen

vs. Schus-

I)ndon, Sept.

The British

gov-

obligations of Morocco to the European powers before they recognize
him.
Germany Denies "Butting In."
Berlin, Sept. 3. The action taken
by Germany, concerning Morocco, it
was explained today, is limited to a
suggestion to the signers of the
act that the time has arrived
to recognize Mulai Hafig as sultan of
Morocco. Official wonderment is expressed at the agitation in French and
English newspapers over the occur
rence.

II. M. Dow,-young man who, lives
in Roswell, fcame to the city Monday
and Tuesday passed an excellent ex
amination for admission to the bar.
The young man is but twenty-thre- e
years of age, but has already engaged
in the practice of law in the town of
his residence for the past six months
and although young and naturally in
clined to Inexperience, has made more
than a good living. He is a graudate of
New Mfisieo Military Institute a nd
a Is., of the law department ctf 'Wash
ington Lee University at Lexington,
Virginia, both superior institutions of
learning. At the Military Institute he
stood high and graduated with honors
at the University.
The young man has many friends ARAB TRIBESMEN
in his section, partly on his own ac
ATTACK FRENCH POST
count and partly on account of his
father, who was Leslie Dow, sheriff of Are
Repulsed With Heavy Losses AfEddy county and who was killed In
ter Several Hours of Bloody
1895 in the discharge of his duties.
Fighting.
of
His father had a reputation
being
a very fearless, efficient and compet
ent officer. The friends of the young
Paris, Sept. 3. Arab tribesmen at
man's father are remembering his Boudenili, the former stronghold of
services and their friendship for him Mulai Hafig on the Algerian frontier,
by helping the son, whose future bids suddenly attacked the French post
The hills .surrounding the
fair to be very bright.
yesterday.
The young man is evidently well block house swarmed with Moorish
posted on the principles of law and warriors on foot and on horseback.
with experience and increased knowl- The fighting continued until 7 o'clock
edge will become a prominent mem last night, the French finally beating
ber of the New Mexico Bar, especial off the enemy after the Arabs had sus
ly in his section. He came to this city tained heavy losses. The French had
highly recommended by the people of two killed. It Is estimated that 15,000
his town who know him well. His Moors surrounded the French post at
brother, Robert Dow, who is attending Boudenib. The French garrison totals
the New Mexico Military Institute, is 11,000 men. A column of French reinsenior captain, commanding Company forcements has reached Bounanans,
A. He stands high in his studies and which Is forty miles from the place
where the fighting occurred.
also has a promising future.

TWO RAILROADS
WILL BE MERGED
Stockholders and Directors of Santa
Fe Central and Albuquerque Eastern Holding Meeting Here.
The stockholders and directors of
the Santa Fe Central railway and the
Albuquerque Eastern railway are holding a meeting in the office of President Robt. Law in this city this afternoon. 5The purpose of the meeting is
to reorganize and merge the two roads
under the name of the New Mexico
Central railroad. Officers for the merged company will also be elected at this
meeting.
Among the stockholders who represent the directors and a majority of
the stock of the two companies who
are in attendance at the meeting this
afternoon are: W. C. Hagan, and J.
H. Hunter, of Pittsburg. Pennsylvania
and W. S. Hopewell, of Albuquerque.
Besides the reorganization of the
roads it is understood that the matter
of extending the road to the Hagan
coal fields and to the Duke City will
be closed.
Messrs. Hagan and Hunter reached
Santa Fe this morning on a special
train over the Central, coming via

Torrance.
AERONAUT FALLS 500

FEET

AND

IS KILLED

Waterville, Me., Sept. 3. In full
view of 25,000 horrified spectators assembled on the Central
Maine fair
here
late
grounds
yesterday afternoon,
Chafles Oliver' Jones, a well known
New
aeronaut of Hamraondsport,
Hampshire, fell a distance of 500 feet
to'hls death. Among those who witnessed the frightful death of the aeronaut were Mrs. Jones and child, and

GABLE COMPANY IS

WASHINGTON WOMAN

3

ernment is holding aloof from Mulai
Hafig, the new sultan of Morocco, for
the present, but proposes to recognize
him in due time. British officials are
irritated by the course adopted by
(lermany, which is regarded as an attempt to gain influence over the good
will of Mulai Hafig, by stealing a
march on the other powers. Consulta
tions are going on between England,
France and Spain and there is no
doubt but that the two former will act
together and probably Insist that Mulai
Hafig give promises to carry out the

ter. Amended recall.
HERSELF IN PARIS
, SHOOTS
FINED $5,000,000
Resolutions upon the death of the
Burr Childers and
late William
Paris, Sept. 3. Mrs. James H.
William C. Wrigley, were read in
Venezuelan Court Finds Corporation
of Washington, D. C, attempted
they were almost the first to reach the
court
ordered
same
the
were
and
open
Guilty of Aiding in Matos
bultwo
suicide
here
dying, man. The aeronaut died about
today
firing
by
Resolution.
spread on the records of the court.
an hour and a half after the accident.
is
she
believed
Into
chest.
her
It
lets
1166
No.
B.
M.
Case
Head, appellee
to
recover.
she
will
Why
attempted
vs. Pilar S. de Lea, a ppollant. Appeal
Caracas, Venezuela, Sept-- . 3. After RAILROAD COMPANY IS v
taken to the United States supreme kill herself is a Inmystery. She arrived
more
than three years the legal pro- .
BLAMED FOR. WRECK
at a local hotel
June with her hus'
court.
cedure of the civil court of the first
man
son.
The
band
and
Case No. 1240 Territory of New
cor-- .
and boy left soon after their arrival instance of Caracas, has delivered a j Valentine, Neb., Sept.
Mexico, appellant vs. Charles Jones,
judgment In the sensational case of oner's jury in the case of the three
not
are
now
whereabouts
their
and
appellee. The case was argued and
known. It Is said the woman and her the French Cable company. The com- stockmen killed Sunday night In a
submitted.
She is the pany has been found guilty of com- freight wreck near Kllgore, returned
husband had quarreled.
Matos revolution in 1903 the following verdict:
daughter of William W. Wlltbank, of plicity in the
REPORT OF MARINE
and fined $5,000,000. Other damages
"In our opinion the accident was
DISASTER PROVES FALSE Philadelphia.
are also assessed. This trial has been caused through the criminal neglieven more startling than that against gence of the railway officials, trainUkiah, Calif., Sept. 3. --The life sav- FOURTEEN CHINAMEN
the New York and Bermudez Asphalt men and the train dispatcher on the
ORDERED
DEPORTED
ing crew from the government station
company, which also resulted in a
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad."
at Point Arena, which went out yesterfine, because it reached far
The wreck was the result of a rear-enday evening to investigate a report
Alamogordo, N. M., Sept. 3. 'At a beyond.,the high officials of the Cable
collision, the stockmen being in
'
that an unknown vessel had gone hearing before U. S. Commissioner company in Paris. It is Venezuela's the caboose.
'
,.
ashore or had been wrecked on the Shepard here, fourteen Chinamen were claim that the French government It- r
.I'. I.
.
v
Mendocino coast, returned this morn- convicted and ordered deported. As- self extended
support to General Ma- HEARST TAKES THE
ing after a fruitless all night search. sistant Attorney Davis prosecuted the tes.8TUMP WITH HISGEN
Nothing was noticed that would con- case. He has gone to Doming to try
firm the report that there had been a another aggregation of Chinamen.' In- CHANGE OF WIND SAVES
New York, Sept. 3. Thomas L. HIs- marine disaster.
terpreter F. S. Ming, of the El Paso
FAMOUS CALIFORNIA GROVE gen, presidential candidate of the Instation, was in attendance at the
dependence party, and William RanTWO OFFICERS SHOT IN
Sonora, Calif., Sept. 3. Reports dolph Hearst started yesterday on a
FIGHT WITH BURGLARS
tour on behalf of the In- from the big tree section today Indi- country-widFORMER BRITISH MINISTER
cate that, the forest fire has been turn- !f:inendence nartv ticket.
TO UNITED STATES DEAD ed away from the Calaveras
.i .i
St. Louis, Sept. 3. Chief of Detecgrove,
tives Smith and Patrolman .Paine,
which it is now believed, has been ANOTHER DUTCH WARSHIP
of East St. Louis, were shot and probSENT TO WEST INDIES
London, Sept. 3. Lionel Sackville saved, though some damage was done
ably fatally wounded last night while West, the second, baron of Sackville, before the work of the fire fighters
The" Haugue, Sept. 3. The NetherUnless the wind
trying to trap burglars in the house died at his home here today. He wa9 proved effective.
of Philip Woolf, treasurer of St. Louis 81 years "of age and was minister to should change and eend the flames in lands T cruiser Frlesland left Holland
county at Woodstock. The officers had the United State from 1881 to 1888. the direction of the grove again, all today for the West Indies. No other
gone to the house in response to a At:, the request of the late President danger of Its destruction is thought warships will be sent to the West In'
Grover Cleveland, he was recalled.
dies at present.
telephone message.
to have passed.
Col-fe-

lt

:

ARKANSAS RAILROAD
White River Junction Vt, Sept.. 3.
COMMISSION ENJOINED
Complete returns from Tuesday's state
election In Vermont received show the
following:
St. Paul, Minn., Sept.
George H. Prouty, for governor, Re' Vandeventer In the United States cirpublican, 45,281; R Burke, Democrat, cuit court today granted the injunc
15,903; Backus, Prohibition, 826; Dun- - tion requested by the St. Louis. Iron
ber, Socialist, 479.
Mountain and Southern and three oth
,
Tne total vote or an paruse was er railroads operating in Arkansas,
CC.474 and ; Prouty's
plurality over against the Arkansas state railway
Burke was 29,376.
commission. The injunction restrains
The total vote of the minor parties the commission from enforcing the
this year was the largest In the his- new twojcent fare law and from in
tory of the state.
terfering with the railroads raising
Of the total vote, the Republicans freight rates on Interstate traffic. In
poued 71 per cent; Democrats, 25 per its oral decision the court held that
cent; Independence League, 2 per the rates proposed by the railroad
cent; Prohibition, 1
per cent, and commission were unreasonable, non
of one per cent.
Socialists,
compensatory and unlawful.
3

2-- 3

MRS. MARSHALL FIELD, JR.,
BRIDE OF BALDWIN DRUMMOND

BRIGADIER GENERAL CALVIN
DEWITT, RETIRED, DEAD

London, Sept. 3. Mrs.
Marshall Washington, Sept. 3. Word was
Field, Jr., of Chicago, was married in received today by the War "Departthe Westminister registry office ; this ment of the death yesterday from
morning to Baldwin Drummond sec heart disease at Fort Yellowstone, Wyond son of the late Edgar Drummond. oming, of Brigadier General
Calvin, De- Mr. Drummond's
mother was the Witt, aged 68 years. He was retired
Honorable Louisa Theodosla Penning- in
August, 1903, at his own request,
ton, who was the daughter of the third after more than thiry years of active
Lord Muncaster.
?
service.
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common uplift involved In statehood.
Thpy shrink from the representation
now being made a Democratic issue
in New Mexico because, first, they are
proud citizens, then Democrats.
"Good Democrats as exist have in
the last few days accepted this view
the
and will vote for Mr. Andrews,
Republican nominee, not, perhaps for
Mr. Andrews as a man, but as a means
to an end. This is judgment, this is
political finesse of the highest order
and statehood so secured these
daring men will then take
up party lines as rigidly as they may
and in an honest, fair fight prove the
supremacy of their party if such be
their strength. Forget party lines,
gentlemen, and when the real goal is
the
won to the victor shall belong

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'y-Trea.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Postofflce.
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$ .20
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The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is Bent to
every postofflce in the'Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

,C ards

Attorney-at-Ls-

Q. W. PRICHARD

President William Howard Taft, of Ohio
For
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York
t
For Delegate to
Congress W. H. Andrews.
For Member of Council From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties T. B. Catron
For Member of the House From Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties E. A. Miera
Vor

Vic-Preside- nt

Sixty-firs-

i

'

I.
TO DISCUSS

SENSE VIEW
A very sensible and well written
editorial under the heading, "Common
Sense View," describing the political
situation and giving cogent and very
strong reasons why the Hon. W. H.
Andrews, the Republican candidate
Confor delegate to the Sixtv-firs- t
elected
be
should
appeared in
gress
the last issue of the Roswell Register-- '
Tiiihnno. The editorial neallv contains
a great deal of common sense and its
It should
have
heading is correct.
weight with the voters of the territory
regardless of politics. It reads:
has been
"The Register-Tribunmuch Impressed by the feeling which
was everywhere apparent on the recent trip of the editor to the Republican territorial convention, and which
is gathered by perusal of all the newspapers of the territory not blinded by
partisanship, which prompts the general common sense consideration of
the candidacy of William H. Andrews
to Congress.
for
"This was strongly evident at the
convention itself, to which marfy delegations came instructed for other candidates, every one of them strong men.
Even under this natural and enforced
bias, these men freely admitted that
the election of Andrews to succeed
himself would be the best thing that
could happen to the territory from
Most
the point of accomplishment.
of the supporters of Andrews refused
to consider the matter in any othei
light, truthfully arguing that the mat
ter of personality amounts to little ir
securing all that can be gotten for
the Sunshine Territory, and that it Is
the part of ;wisdom to select the man
who can do most.
"There is no question that Andrews
Is the man. His long familiarity with
the process of legislation at Washing
ton, his acquaintance with public men
and methods, his standing with the
great Pennsylvania delegation in both
houses, his ability to forward legisla
tion beneficial to his people, could
only be attained by years of practical
experience. Without them, a delegate
from New Mexico could do nothing,
and the territory could hope for noth
ing at the hands of the national Con
COMMON

-

e

V

Q

L

A. W. POLLARD

District Attorney, Luna County.

i

rw.,Q,

fh

n,,HL--

n

f

EDWARD C. WA E
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in Jie Supreme and Dis
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces,

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

w

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt ana careiui
attention --'iven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
A. B. RENEHAN
Attorney-at-La-

Practices In the Supreme imd Dis
trict Courts; Mining and Land Law a

11

""""""

specialty. Office In Catron block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

tw''expended

upon its construction and Its
ou
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ptv cava'

New Mexico

Deralng

for
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Capital Stock, $150,0OM

Assistant Cashier

Surplus and

undivided Profits,

6J,60.

New Mexico

Lai Cruces
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Attorney-at-La-

NATIONAL
CONDITIONS.
chief forester, ,iag
Gifford Pinchot,
arranged to be in Denver on the 20th
inst, for the purpose of consulting
with the Chamber of Commerce and
to discuss national forest matters and
,
- ncieu uuwuii' war cauiis uu uuuci
conditions at a public meeting The
his
what, one energetic
nibject is one of great importance al man supervision,
can do for a community in buildex
are
so to New Mexico where there
Santa
good mads. Unfortunately,
tensive nationa forests and the bet ing
t
in
irVir II nt-iiroif - n iVia
ion.
lev matters and conditions connected
with them are understood the better,""
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New Mexico, Established In 1870
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
HUGHES', Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

LEVI A.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN

" 'TIS A PITY BUT IT IS TRUE."
The people of Fort Collins, Colorado,
are raising funds to construct a scenic
the
highway from the town Into
neighboring mountains. Canon City,
'n the same state, has spent thousands
of dollars for the same purpose, and
1he greatest attractions of Colorado
Springs are its many fine drives to
rounding canons and mountains. For
every dollar spent in permanent road
work, those towns are reaping a hun- dred. dollars worth of tourist business,
Santa Fe has demonstrated, or rather
Sena- - has shown by the
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The oldest banking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices In all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court
Office: Laugblln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

1908.

OF SANTA FE.

1

New Mexico

Santa Fe

Attorney-at-La-

REPUBLICAN TICKET.

FIRST

THE

EYS-AT-LA-
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MAX FROST

far-sight-

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

Transacts a general banking business in all It.
branches.
Loans
. money on the most
favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stock In all
markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and
make, telegraphic transfer of money to all
part, of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given
by any money
transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time
deposits at the rate
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and
products. The bank
xecutes all orders of its patrons In the
banking line, and alma to
xtend to them as liberrl treatment In all
respect, as I. consistent
with safety and the principles of sound
banking. Safety deposit boxes
I for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN,

Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
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THETALMETfOTEi

CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)

"The meeting lias been" called by
Attorney-at-LaMexico could have in various ways,
the Chamber of Commerce for the pur-- j
Land
and
the
Mining business a specfor
and
tourist
best
card
drawing
jose of giving opportunity for a full business
the
ialty.
and
railroads
that
the
discussion of a subject of great, inter-- J
New Mexico
The Santa Fe,
est to the people of this state and also! city would have in their full pack.
Is
condition
for
this
fault
disgraceful
in order that Mr. Pinchot may have
GEORGE B. BARBER.
to place for had the people
an opportunity to explain matters not hard
and Counsellor at Law
town aroused themselves to
the
of
Attorney
which if better understood would be
Practice In the District Court and
com
of
the
and
necessity
desirability
subjected to little criticism.
Courts of the Territory.
is certain, it would Supreme
"It is doubtful if the most strenu- pleting the road, it
attention given to all
Pecos
be
before
finished
Prompt
to
the
long
ous opponent of the forestry policy
this. Had the board of county commiswould deny that much good has alNew Mexico
sioners taken the interest and extend Lincoln County.
been
At
first
vigready
accomplished.
ed the material aid that the situation
orous opposition was encountered by
FRANK W. CLANCY
road would be traveled
Mr. Pinchot and his corps of assist- demanded, the
Attorney-at-Laof tdurists
each
hundreds
by
today
ants, but it came largely from men
District Attorney For Second Judicmonth
and
railroad
would
the
systems
who did not understand the purpose
be advertising It as one of the wonders ial District. Practices In the District
of the service or who failed to apprecio the Southwest that no traveler Court and the Supreme Court of the
ate how It would work out for the
should tniss. The (only hope, that re Territory; also before the United
good of all concerned, In the course
States Supreme Court in Washington.
of time many critics have learned that mains, besides an awakenenlng of pub
New Mexico
lic sentiment, and the energy of local Albuquerque,
the purpose of the bureau is entirely
is
authorthe
territorial
residents,
that
in harmony with the welfare of the
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
state and that all legitimate interests ities have pride enough In the first
Attorneyt-at-Laterritorial
roads
and
good
undertaking
will be protected.
Practice In the District Courts as
to employ convicts at road
experiment
"People who live near the forest reto complete the line as al well as before the Supreme Court of
serves and come in contact with the making,
between Santa Fe and the Territory..
ready
planned
service may feel more keenly than
New Mexico
Las Vegas and that before the next Las Cruces
others the fritlon to which it somelegislative
assembly adjourns.
times gives rise. Enforcement of the
MARK B. THOMPSON
rules with which during many years of
Attorney-at-LaThe Grady Record 1s of the opinion
residence in the mountains they did
District Attorney Eighth District.
W.
with
that
election
of
the
Delegate
not have to comply, has caused irritaH. Andrews statehood is sure to come. Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero countion, and in some cases the conclusion
It
remarks editorially upon this ques ties.
has been drawn that the bureau has
Las Cruces,
:
New Mexico
tion
little regard for the wishes of the
Hon, William H. Andrews, the
people.
HARVIE DUVAL.
"Fuller information concerning Mr. present delegate to Congress, was
Attorney-at-LaPinchot's policy would remove many nominated on the first ballot at the
and Corporation Law exLand,
Mining
of these fears and turn numerous op- - Republican convention in Santa Fe on
clusively. Practice In all the District
116
votes
18th,
received
August
having
ponents into friends. Hence the beneCourts and Supreme Court. Special atC4Andrews will be returned
fits which will flow from a frank
gress.
tention to perfecting titles and organto
as
New
sure
as
Mexico
Congress
Comparisons are natural. Suppose cussion of all phases of the subject
izing and financing land and mining
Larrazolo were elected. He would with Mr. Pinchot himself. The men ls a territory, but it won't be a terrl-whOffice, Laughlln Block.
properties.
Washhe
lonS
back
after
to
gets
are dlsrxsed to find fault will he t01'y
go to Washington with no experience
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
lllKtonAs
soon
meets
as
he
with
the
In
whatever
legislative matters, no given full opportunity to present their
at,
the first session, he
knowledge of public men, without any- complaints, and friends who have ob- - Congressmen
H. M. DOUGHERTY
g0 to work on statehood, and it
thing except an admitted gift of ora- served defects will be given like
Attorney-at-Lavvi!1 not be but a few months until we
tory to help him. He would have no al- portunity to suggest changes which
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
nave
ana
tne
of
Privilege
rlgm
lies in either house, no friends to help they may think desirable. At the same
saying trict Courts of
the Territory. Office:
In cases where he could no nothing time Mr. Pinchot will be able to ex- - tne siaie 01 lN?w Meico. Elect Hon.
Socorro,
New Mexico
on
November 3, 1908
by himself. Committee rooms would plain many matters respecting which )w- "'Andrews
"
CATRON AND GORTNER
be opened with reluctance, and what the public is not fully Informed. He and We sure wiH nave statehood be- little he got would be accomplished on- may also conclude that some of the IOTe ine next ourtn ot July, vote for Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
ly by persistent effort, which has nev-o- r complaints are well founded and that nQrews- "
santa Fe,
New Mexico
been a feature of the man and reforms are needed.
llie Shta of Santa Fe," the
v hich In truth would amount to little
"It should Drove to be an Interest- L. O. FULLEN
In a Congress whose majority was ov- Ing meeting and nroductive of much rnphle-- issued recently at its own
Attorney-a'-Labv the New Mexican Printing
District Attorney Ninth District
erwhelmingly of opposite politics. All good In many ways. Much will be
hope of statehood would be gone from complished if the adverse critics are u"ni)anv 10 ine numner of o.oou cop- - Office over First National Bank.
th day of his election, and the labor led to see that the forestry service le9- - 13 Deln& distributed rapidly aad Koswell,
New Mexico
of years in this direction would count is one with which the country can la loins this city and county great
WILLIAM
M'KEAN
for nothing.
work in perfect harmony. That this ls,KOod- - Tho Belen Tribune referring to
Attorne;
"This phase of the matter should be highly probable does not admit of,th(1 brochure says:
Mining an I Land Law.
nave
we
a
received
of
'The
copy
carefully considered by every citizen question when it is considered that!
Taos,
New Mexico
of the territory between now and elec- practically every man in the state ap- - H1KlvTs 01 anta e Wlth compliment3
tne
New
Mexican
com
tion day.
The election of delegate proves the policy of preserving the.of
Printing
JOHN K. STAUFFER
whouM be made a calm matter of bus- growing timber and of promoting re- - nan'- Tne Pamphlet is gotten up in
Notary Public
size and is replete with valuable
iness rather than of politics. The wel- forestation so far as it may be practlc-lliandOffice with the New Mexican Print- information in regard to the man at
fare of New Mexico should come be- able."
Ing Company,
tractive sights of the city of Santa Santa
fore politics with every patriot and
New Maxlco
were the position of the men reversed THEY SHOULD FORGET PARTY Fe and vicinity. Its' composition is ex'
OSTEOPATHY
cellent and the presswork ls a credit
the proposition would be the same.
LINES.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
New
to
comthe
Mexican
"From the standpoint of plain comFrom many parts of the territory
Printing
treats
Successfully
acute
and
mon sense, New Mexico can not afford come reliable
news from leading pany. We could handle a dozen copies chronic
diseases
without
if
with
we
effect,
had
drugs or
good
t do other than
W. H. An- Democrats that many of the rank and
them,
medicines. No charge for consultafile of the ,"unterrifled" Democracy Sabe?' "
drews as delegate to Congress."
tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
will vote for Delegate W. H. Andrews
Hours: 2 m.,
p. m. 'Phone 158.'
The
Carrizozo
Outlook
From Roswell come reports that for
believes
that
not because thev in
CONY T. BROWN
many of the Democrats of Chaves tend to embrace the Renubliran faith larrazolo cannot be elected and puts
'
Mining Engineer.
county are very much dissatisfied with but because they want statehood and lts opinion in the following rather neat
the Democratic legislative and county they understand very well that I.ana- - editorial language:
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexinominations and with the Democratic zolo's success means the defeat of tli.il ' "Now that the Republicans have co School of Mines.
'
,
New Mexico
platform and may vote for Republl- - project while the election of Andrews lielfl tlieir convention and have chos-ca- Socorro,
dele-theren
83 their candidate their old
candidates for office. Conditions in all human probability
th?
DAVID M. WHITE, C. E.
are not at all favorable and passage of the bill for an enabling Bate- w- - H- Andrews, the campaign Is
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
many prominent Democrats are great- - act for New Mexico now pending in 0P(!ned for the Republicans as well as Irrigation, Water Supply. Railroad
and Larrazolo, the and Brlriro Ttnl11ln
ly inclined to support Republican can- - the Sixtieth Congress. Referring to the Democrats
Spaniard,' can be more explicit 'Santa Fe.
dldates In order to teach the Demo- - this state of affuira the Raton flan?e
m- u' 111
"' usuuuviawu ui uia ijiaiicui.
craiiu uubbus wuu euiiuui iiuiih says.
H. 8. DUVAL,
may talk UDtil hls teeth
there a greatly needed lesson. The
"Republicans would be surprised if The 'N- Civil
Engineer.
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e
loose and untl1
RegiBter-TribunRoswell
Bryan ceases
describes we should print for your delightful
Thirty-fivyears'
experience In all
to
to
can
the
but
he
the situation thusly:
'prseidoncy,
aspire
approval the names of leading Demo"The Democrats who are disgusted crats in Colfax county who declare "ever make enough people groggy to branches of Civil Engineering and
with the present state of affairs in their intention to cast a vote for state- - allow ot nis election to the office heJ8,I"e1inJ;
of Southern Associa
Chaves county have a remedy at hand hood this fall a vote for Mr. An- - aspires to.
tion of Civil Engineers and ten years
"
:
which hundreds of them will take drews. We call them 'leading Demo-State Engineer of Florida. No charge
c'00(1 0,(1 Vermont rolled up a
hold of, and that is to vote for a clean crats' advisedly for they are leaders
for
consultation.
that really represents the peo- - and will bring their following with Jorly of 30,000 for the Republican
Box 334
Santa Fe, N. M.
state
last
ticket
no
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This
which
such instrument as them. They are leaders in citizenship,
Tuesday.
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W.
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about
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in
Democratic
business
In
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the
expected
and
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patriotism, and they
Architect
be aimed. In self respect, many will no more become Republicans than dilated by the Republican campaign
Plans, specifications and
of them have no other course, and the white man became black when he managers1. The Green Mountain state
Address: Rooms 5 and 6 Ploneei
Joyal and as true to Republican
their, determination .to vote the Re- - freed the negro. They are men of In- - iH
was
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it
Building,
men
of quality and they will mrty principles
forty years
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Ntw MtHM
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Ofiicers Detailed by War
Department.
4rmy Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
..!
A."
cou-sAcademic
Through
preparing young
for college or for business life. Great
unount of 'open air work. Healthlets location
)f .any Military School in the Union. Located
n the beautiful
Pecos Val!ey-t- be
garden
.'pot of .the West-- at
an elevation of 3,700
feet above soa level, sunshine every
day, but
'
ittle rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers.'and instructors, all
graduates from star dard eastern
colleges. Ten
bul'dlngs, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
und modern in all respects.
REGENTS E, A. Cahbon, President; W,
0, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps Whltej
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and w!
a llynFA
. For particulars and
Illustrated catalogue
uddresB.

COL. JAS. W. WILL80N,

Superintendent
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Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of

DEVELOPING, PRINT
INO and BNIrASOINO. Mall Order Given Promit
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
HOWLAND
DEWEY COMPANY,
, 111 S. roadway, Las Angelea,
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Chief Justice William J. Mills, of the
Supreme Court, Pays High Tribute
to His Memory.
No higher tribute could have been
paid a man than that which Chief Justice William J. Mills of the Supreme
Court paid to the memory of the late
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, before the
New Mexico Bar Association Tuesday
morning, when eulogies upon deceased members of the Association during
the past year were In, order. Having
sat on the bench with Judge McMillan,
Judge Mills was particularly well fitted to pronunce the eulogy. He said:
"Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
"I have been requested, doubtless
because I am Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of this Territory, to say
a few words as a tribute to the memory of one, with whom I sat on the
bench of the Supreme Court of New
Mexico for several years, and who has
'
passed away since the last meeting
of the Bar Association.
"I know that I am but ill equipped
to perform this loving duty and that
there are many others who could have
been selected, who would have done
it with far more ability and eloquence
than myself, and yet, there are few
men who esteemed Judge McMillan
more than I, or who would have gone
farther to aid and assist him, than
myself.
"It is a strange provision of what
for a better term we may call the
Law of Nature, that everything upon
this earth both animate and inanimate,
must have an end, and that at the best
the life of every animate thing is but
of brief duration, while the existence
of even inanimate things, when compared to eternity, are a nothing. Science teaches us that even the earth,
which is apparently so solid and bound
to endure forever, Is living its life, and
that in time it will be uninhabitable
by men, and that it will probably disintegrate and pass away. Of all living
beings, man is easily the superior and
comes first, owing to the fact that he
is not guided by mere instinct but can
reason, can judge of cause and effect,
betwetr.
and knows the difference
are
creatures
Brute
and
wrong.
right
subject to his will and such of them
as have the strength and other necessary qualities, are tamed and subjected to his bidding. But even though
man is so immeasurably superior to
the brute creation, yet our finite minds
are so weak that we .fcannot understand why we are given life, almost
made divine, and brought upon the
earth to have some happiness and to
suffer pain and sorrow, to toil and labor, and after so brief a time to pass
away, to return again to the elements
from which we were originally creat-

Bar he became a member of the firm
of Laning, Gluck and McMillan, which
firm afterwards became McMillan,
Gluck, Pooley and DePew. This firm
was local counsel for the New York
Central, Iake Shore, Michigan Central and West Shore Railroad companies, and it is needless to say that Its
practice was both large and lucrative.
"On the 9th day of October, 1872,
the same year that he was admitted
to the Bar, Judge McMillan married
Delphia Jackson, of Arcade, New York
and by this union five children were
,
Maud
born, Morton Kemper,
Iianing Ross, Ethel Winthorp
and Dwight Douglas, but Maud, Ethel
and Dwight died when very young, so
that only the two sons, who are usually known as Morton and Ross, are now
alive. They are both promising young
men and reside in this territory, and
are connected with the United States
Forest Reserves.
"Many of us have the pleasure of
knowing the widow of our decease?
friend, who is still alive, and who 1?
a most, accomplished, charming and
attractive woman.
Dun-reath-

"During the

thirty-si-

x

years

that

lived
they
together the married
life of this
couple was a
happy one, as they advised with each
other on important matters and leaned on and supported each other in the
various troubles which we all have
to encounter, and sincerely loved, as
every married couple should.
Prominent in New York.
"Judge McMillan was of an active
temperament and as he was an able
and upright man he of course became
prominent in the great city of Buffalo,
where he lived the best years of his
life, and in the state of New York. He
was elected as a Republican to the
State Senate from the City of Buffalo,
and served in the years 1885 to 1887,
In that body. He was renominated in
1887. when his election was assured,
)ut. declined the nomination. He was
manager, of the Buffalo State Asylum
for ten years, from 1884 to 1894; trustee of the State Normal School from
1887 to 1890; law examiner, for admission to the Bar, Fifth judicial depart
member Republican
ment,
State Central committee of New York
in 1887;
State Bar Asalternate
sociation, 1887-188well-mate-

d

1883-1S9-

e

to the national Republican conventions held in Chicago in
1888, and In Minneapolis in 1892; was
a delegate at learge to the constitutional convention of New York state
which revised and amended the constitution of that state and was also a
member of the Buffalo and Liberal
ed.
clubs, the Chi Psl Fraternity, the ConThe Dead Are Not Forgotten.
And yet, although we all know that sistory and the Temple.
"The work of attending to the duties
we are so soon to pass away and join
those who have already gone before, placed upon him by the many posithere is something, I know not what, tions which he held, as well as attendto several large estates of which
deeply Implanted in the breast of ev- ing
ery human being, which prompts us he was trustee, and of looking after
to remember the friends and associ- his growing practice, finally told upon
ates with whom we have been inti- him, for Judge McMillan was never
a robust man, and his health gave
mately connected in this transitory
to
not
memories
allow
their
life, and

be forgotten. This is a good trait in
man and should be commended
by
all.
"We cling to the memory of those
in
with whom we have been
timately associated, either socially or
in business, with the tenacity of the
vine encircling the forest tree, and
their actions, words and virtues ling
er in our memories long safter they
have passed away and their mortal
bodies are moulding in their silent
,-graves.
"So It Is with us today. We are met
to do tribute to the memory of one
who for many years was a member of
our Supreme Court; whose life had
always been an active one, and who
was cut off unexpectedly in the prime
of his manhood, when he had so much
to live for, and when he could have
done so much to aid and assist in the
upbuilding of humanity and In the developing of our territory.
"Daniel Hugh McMillan, as his name
would indicate, was of Scotch ancestry, but for several generations be
fore his birth his ancestors had lived
in what is now the United States.' His
grandfather, John, was quite promin
ent in the latter part of the eighteenth
century in the beautiful Mohawk Val
ley, In central New York. Judge McMillan was the son of Daniel and Mar
garet McMillan, and was born in the
town of York, Livingston county, New
York, on March 7th, 1846. He was edschools of
ucated at the common
York, and at Le Roy Academy, and
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and you'll find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.
.

That Is what Kodol Is for. The stomach cannot stop work ; if It did you would stop existing.
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"

It has

Kodol to assist it.

Very likely you never gave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to. Sometimes, though, it cost less to
do a little thinking before one has to.
of the ancients rested at
Even the galley-slav- e
Intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
harder than the galley-slavand it never rests
e,

Of

itself.

the stomach, but
lived the way nature intended,
Jieople
have been necessary to provide for it.
But they don't that's the trouble.
Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
If you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's functions. Ever think of that or why it is true?
Kodol, of course, will rest

that is something nature didn't provide for. If
now-a-da-

The human body is composed of certain chemical elements. These are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.
The food we eat is composed of exactly these
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach,
doesn't itV No wonder it occasionally needs
Kodol to help it do this.

Lanlng, Cleveland and Folsom, one of
the members of which firm was after
wards twice elected president of the
United States, and which was then one
of the leading law firms ot western
New York. In this office he pursued his
studies of the law, and In 1872, he
passed the State Bar examination and
was admitted to the practice of his
chosen profession.
Practiced Law With Cleveland

The person who has the kind of a stomach that
can do its own work continuously, without assistance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
people haven't that kind. That is why they require Kodol.
k

...

Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary giving it a period of complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good
digestion "gone wrong."
People used to think that when they had indigestion they should stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.

Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.

either but shows
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
It does this by digesting every particle of the
food. The stomach then rests and cures itself.
That Is what was intended when Kodol was made.
It couldn't be any other way.
Kodol doesn't cure anything

Kodol Is quite Indispensable to a good many
persons. To all, in fact, who haven't time in
their dally lives for a careful selection of foods

and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rectify any disagreeable effects of wrong eating.

Our Guarantee
Go to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle if you can honestly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
the druggist and he will refund your money. We
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
to the large bottle and to but one in a family.
Every druggist knows our guarantee la good
The dollar bottle contains 2M times as much
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol is made at the
laboratories of E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.

FOR SALE BY THE ZOOK PHARMACY

THREE

QJQ CALIEJSTE IjOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springe are
in the midet of the Ancient Cliff
miles west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taos, and fifty miles north of 8anta
Ft, ana" about twelve miles from
8tatlon, on the Denver ana' Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters, is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. There Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alkaline salts to the gallon, being the rich
Bar-anc-

est alkalln Hot Springs In the world.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur.
lal Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La

o

etc.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Santa Fe train upon request. This
resort is attractive at all seasons and
is open all winter. Passengers for Ojo
Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Oto Caliente. Taos County.

N- -

M

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

All

o

Treat it right its your best friend. Abuse it

later, in the years 1868 and 1869,' at
tended Cornell University. He was a
member of the first class which gradu
ated from that Institution of learning.
"After leaving Cornell he moved to
Buffalo, and entered the law office of

"Shortly after his admission to the

out, and he came West, hoping that Roy, and the countless other charactin our dy, pure and salubrious air hla ers whose lives and doings Scott so
health might be restored, so that he graphically iortrayed.
could again take up active work in his
"Perhaps his favorite was Robert
profession.
Burns, the Scotch Bard, nearly all ot
His Health Failed.
whose poems he knew by heart, and
"His health did not return as he had whose sweet and pathetic songs par
hoped, and he was obliged to retire ticularly appealed to the poetic side
from his law firm in Buffalo, and on of Judge McMillan's nature.
Judge
the 18th day of December, 1900, he McMillan had prepared a lecture on
was appointed by President William Burns, which was an able literary pro
McKinley, an associate justice of the duction ,and he frequently gave it to
Supreme Court of this territory, and Jieip aiong deserving cnanties, wtuen
was assigned to what was then the appealed to him for aid and assistance.
Third judicial district, with head- He rendered the Scotch dialect so
quarters at Socorro. Judge McMillan well, that I much preferred to listen
remained on the bench for about three to him read or recite the words of
im.
years, and while I never heard him Tannic
ni-'
llir-iIU f.i'irl
man in
.in no, rniliun
iuiih i limn
trail fliti.
!i
try a case in the district court, I cau Still.
say that in all matters which were be"Judge McMillan was my friend, as
fore the Supreme Court, he was a hard I am sure lie was the friend of us all,
and painstaking worker, and that he and we are sorry that he has been
,
, .
conscientiously tried to decide every rauea away, anu mar. we nave lost mm
case that came before us for hearing, from our midst; but in our sorrow we
according as he believed the law and must remember that each of us will
right to be, and without regard to any , soon be called upon to follow in his
person or thing. I say, and I believe steps. Death shows no favoritism. The
that the other members of our court, riches of an empire cannot bribe the
who were on the bench with Judge grim destroyer or stay his hand, nor
McMillan, will bear me out in the is any one so abjectly poor, miserable
statement, that he was of very great or lowly, as to be passed over or overassistance in our work, and that we looked when his time has come.
all deeply regretted when ho retired
"Let us then be ever prepared, as
from the bench. After leaving
the Judge McMillan doubtless was, so that
bench, Judge McMillan lived for a when deat h calls, we may be ready to
time in Socorro and Las duces, in obey the summons, and pass over the
this territory, and then moved to Den- dark river without fear and without
ver, Colorado, where he died on June trembling, and meet our Creator ia
2nd, of the present year, a little over .the bright and happy land beyond the
sixty-tw(grave, there to be judged as to how
years of age.
"Judge McMillan was an astute and we have lived our life upon earth and
learned lawyer. He was well ground- jwhat use we have made of the talents
ed in the principles of our profession, .which each of us have to some extent
without thoroughly knowing which, been endowed."
no one can hope to or should make a
success at the Bar. Having acted for "Who needs a teacher to admonish
so many years' as the advisor of railhim
roads and corporations, as was natur- That flesh Is grass, that earthly things
are mist?
al, his forte was corporation and railroad law, in which subjects he had no What are our joys but dreams? and
what our hopes
superiors, and but. few equals in our
territory, which is saying a good deal, But goodly shadows in the summer
cloud?
for I believe that the Bar of New
Mexico will compare favorably
with There's not a wind that blows, but
that of any state or territory in the bears with, it
Some rainbow promise not a momunion.
ent flies,
"I am told by those who have heard
him try cases before juries, and argue But puts its sickles in the fields of life
them before appellate courts, that And mows its thousands, with their
when he was in good health he could
joys and cares."
stand up in the rough and tumble of
It's a pity when sick ones drug the
a legal controversy and return sarcasm
stomach
or stimulate the Heart and
with sarcasm
witwitticism with
ticism and amply protect the legal Kidneys. That is all wrong! A weak
means
Stomach,
weak Stomach
rights of his client.
And
this is also true
nerves,
always.
"In religion Judge McMillan professed the Presbyterian faith, but he of the Helirt and Kidneys. The weak
never tried to force his religions nerves are instead crying out for help.
views on1 others, but rather sought to This explains why Dr. Shoop's Restoinfluence them by the force of his ex- rative' is promptly helping Stomach,
Heart and Kidney ailments. The Resample into following the paths of
torative reaches out for the actual
to
leads
righteousness, wbjch
peace
cause
of these ailments the failing
of mind, happiness and contentment.
"Inside nerves." Anyway test the
A Great Lover of Books.
"One of the marked characteristics Restorative 48 hours. It won't cure
of our departed friend was his fond- so soon as that, but you will surely
ness for books. He had a marked bent know that help is coming. Sold by
towards, literature, and if hethad tab The Ireland's Pharmacy.
en up writing as a profession, I am
certain that he would have achieved
Engraved cards de vlste and wedgreat success, and that he would have ding invitations a specialty at the New
left works which would have caused Mexican Printing office. An one stand
his name to be remembered and hon- Ing In need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine Bam
ored by future generations.
"His greatest liking was for the pies, style of work and prices.
works of the Scottish authors.
The
When Trifles Become Troubles.
voluminous writings of Walter Scott,
If any person suspects that their
he admired greatly; and he could talk
most entertainingly for hours, of the kidneys are deranged they should take
heroes and heroines, and the scenes Foley's Kidney Remedy at once and
so vividly portrayed not risk having Bright's disease or
and incidents,
by that great author, so that it was a diabetes. Delay gives the disease a
pleasure to listen to him. His conver- stronger foothold and you should not
sation almost brought us face to face delay taking Foley's Kidney Remedy.
with Ivanhoe, Isaac the Jew, Rebecca,
his daughter, Guy Mannering,
Rob
Subscribe for the New Mexican.

Are You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach ?

except when

FAG

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Weils Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES, Aaent
::

U. S.

MAII, AND PASSENGER ROUTE.

Service Established Jan. 10, 1306.
Agents for the Bulck. Pone Toledo.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa
Fe and all points In the Estancla Valley and western New Mexico.
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for
El Paso and all points on Rock Island
Railwaj
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arrlv- ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving

Passengers over 30 hours between
these points over any other route.
Full equipment of modern Cars In
service securing comfort to passeu
gers. Courteous and expert Chauffeurs In charge of every Car. Seats
reserved on Auto by applying to
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky,
or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
Mexico.

Laggage allowance 60 lbs. Any
amount of BazKasre can be carried
'by notifying Company at Roswell.

J. W. STOCKARD,

527

n

Francises

ittanaoer.

Strest

wares

Ionian and

anil

curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gema .
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Beet of Everything In Our Line.

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MEETING OF
STOCKHOLDERS.
Santa Fe. N. Mr., Aug. 18, 1908.
To the Stockholders of th Rio Gran
de and Santa Fe Railroad Company:
Notice is hereby given that a spe
cial meeting of the stockholders of the
Rio Grande and Santa Fe Railroad
Company will be held at the office of
the company, (Office of Abbott & Ab
bott, Federal Building,) at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, upon Wednesday, the
ninth day of September, 1908, at 10
o'clock a. m., for the purpose of con
sidering and acting upon a proposition
for the sale and conveyance of all the

railroads, assets, properties and fran
chises of the company to The Denver
and Rio Grande Railroad
company,
and to take such action in relation
thereto as the stockholders shall deem
necessary or desirable.
The transfer books for the transfer
of stock of the company will close
with the close of business on Saturday
the 29th day of August, 1908, and reopen on the day succeeding the day
of final adjournment of said special
meeting of stockholders not earlier
than the tenth day of September, 1908.
THE RIO GRANDE AND SANTA FE
RAILROAD COMPANY,
E. T, JEi FERY,

President.

NOTICE TO SURVEYORS.
Notice is hereby sriven that the
Board of Trustees of the town of Las
Vegas administerinc the Las Veeas
Grant, under the district court, will
on the 7th day of September, A. D.,
1908, at 10 o'clock a. m.. at the office
of said board In the Town of lias Ve
gas receive and open sealed bids fo
surveying into sections all that part
of the Las Vegas Grant not now sectioned, lying mostly west of the Galli-na- s

river.
Substantial corner stouea properly
marked, will be required at each section corner. The work in all respects
must be thorough and according to
the rules of the U. S. Survey.
A good bond must be sriven to guar
antee that the work will be nronerlv
done. The board reserves the right t
reject any or all bids.
Work 1o commence within twenty
clays after bond is approved and com
pleted subject to the insnection of the
board, within six months from approv
al of the said board.
All bids must be filed with the secretary on or before 5 o'clock p. m.,
September 5th, A. D. 1908.
Dated this August 11th, A. D., 1908.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,
President.
E. V. LONG,

Secretary.

J. B. ANDREWS, Secretary.

NOT COAL LAND. FOREST.
Good for Biliousness.
"I took two of Chamberlain's Stom(Notice For Publication.)
ach and Liver Tablets last night, and
Department of the Interior,
I feel fifty per cent better than I have
U. S. Land Office,
for weeks, says J. J. Firestone of
Santa Fe, N. M., August 4, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Crestlno Allegan, Mich. "They are certainly
O'Cana, of El Rito, N. M., who, on July a fine article for biliousness." For sale
21, 1903, made Homestead Application by all druggists. Samples free.
No. 7578 (0641), for NW 4 SW
SW
NW 4 and lot 4, sec. 2, twp.
The seals and record books for no
25 N., range 6 E., N. M. P. meridian, tariee
public for sale by the New
has filed notice of intention to make Mexican Printing company at
very
final five-yeproof, to establish claim reasonable rates. Seals for inenrnnr.
to the land above described, before jated companies are also handled. Call
Francisco Luna, Probate Clerk, at Tier ai or aaaress me wew Mexican Printra Amarilla, N. M., on the 19th day of ing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
September, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Foley's Orino Laxative U a new
Jaramlllo, Jesus Maria O'Cana, remedy, an improvement on the laxaDiego Gonzales and Ramoz Gonzales, tive of former years, as It does not
all of El Rlto, N. M.
gripe or nauseate and Is pleasant to
MANUEL R. OTERO,
take. It is guaranteed, Sold by The
v
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Regiater Ireland's Pharmacy.
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AI cast of Fall Fabrics

To

1

,4

.vat

r$l

DiscriminftDresscrs
more

never
atractive lot of good
clothes than we're ready to
show vou right now tor fall
wear They're

you

tfetSvf

M

Marx

8

Schaffner

cloihes. and new colors new weavers and fabrics
are as rich and varied and attractive as clothes can
be In addition to the new brown, grays- tans, and
animal colors which have been so attractive a
feature of this fine line, we'll show you some fine
blueserger, black chsviots and thibets such as
ever man ought to have,
-

get you a mighty
go kI suit; all wool perfct-j- y
made, correct in style.
Will

$22.50
THIS STORE IS

HART SCHAFFNER

THE HOME OF

8

MARK

Cloihes.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.'
MONEY TO LOAN
$200
On notes, diamonds and jewelry as low as $10 and aa high
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ona year. Ratst are
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

at SALMON Store.

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

108.

The largest and the only

itore in Santa

up-to-d-

F.

PEARS, PLUMS, GRAPES,
CANTALOUPES, SWEET GREEN CORN.

Large variety home grown

Winter Cr ocery
Southeast

Selkman Bros

Ye-jii-

Three Weeks nly

J

Robt. Law, president of the New
Mexico Central Railway, spent yesterday In Albuquerque on offleiiil business.
was
Antonio Sandoval of
among the arrivals at the Mormandie
hotel yesterday. He came on personal
business.
Hon. Charles F. Easley, attorney for
Mexico Central Railway,
the New
went to Albuquerque
yesterday on
business for that road.
George Patrick of Stanley, arrived
in the city last evening and had a
room at the Norniandle hotel. Person-s- i
business brought him here.
Dr. S. C. Clark, surgeon of the San
ta Fe Gold and Copper company at
San Pedro, who spent yesterday here
returned home last night.
L. F. Churchill of Santa Rosa, was
among the arrivals at the Claire hotel
yesterday. He la engaged in business
at Santa Rosa and canw to the city
on personal business
Nicanor C. de Baca and daughter,
of Las Vegas are visiting the former's
brother-in-law- ,
Louis Alarid. Mr. Baca
is In the mercantile business in the
.Meadow City.
E. C. Wade, of Las Cruces,
just
elected president of the New Mexico
Bar Association, 'after a pleasant visit
of several days here, was a passenger
for his home last evening.
John W. Sullivan, superintendent of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron company's coal fields at Hagan, was in
town yesterday on business and left
last night for his home.
M. M. Barber a mining
man of
Golden, south Santa Fe county, was
among yesterday's arrivals in the
city. Mining-businesbrought him to
the city. Mr. Barber had a room at the
Claire hotel.
U. R. Strasser of Denver, was in the
.city this morning enroute to Cerrillos,
where he owns mining interests and
where he will spend a few days looking after them. He had a room at the
Xormandie hotel.
in
Henry C. Boman, representee
Arizona for the New Mexico Realty
Syndicate of this city, Is here to con
suit with the local manager, preparatory to a trip along the Eastern Railway of New Mexico1- in the Interests
of the syndicate.
Mrs. R. F. Pankey arrived in the
city yesterday from the Pankey ranch
on the Eaton land grant, which her
husband owns. She was accompanied
by her guests, L. H. Hill and wife
of Topeka, who have been on a visit
at the Pankey ranch.
Edward L. Medler, well known Albuquerque attorney who spent the past
few days in the city on legal business
before the Supreme Court and also attending the Bar Association meeting,
left yesterday for home,
having
completed his business.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Hayes returned
yesterday to the government planting
station on the upper Galllnas, forty
miles east of Santa Fe, after a stay of
two week's In Santa Fe and vicinity,
during which time Mr. Hayes made
official trips over the Taos and Pecos

Corner Plaza, Santa Fa.

Co.

Our Annual Clearance

careful

A

our entire STOCK OF SUMMER
GOODS, These must be sold regard
less of value In order to secure
room for our FALL AND WINTER
STOCK,
And our floor space Is
limited

wife will always

keep isujgmea
BALLARD'S
SNOW

LINIMENT

A

Sale of

Positive Cure For

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sorea,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
Corns, Bunions and all Ills.

The FJost Inviting and Exceptional Bargains,
Ever Offered and the Best Stock in the

SHE KNOWS.
y,
Mrs. C. H. Kunyon,
Mo. writes: I have
used Snow Liniment and can' t
say enough for it, for Rheumatism and all pains. It is
the most useful medicine to
Stan-berr-

City to Select

From

:-

-:

:.;

SELIQMAN BROS. CO.

have in the house."

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

-- o

P. O. Box 219.

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
For

Half a

Century

the Leading

Phone No. 86.
In tne

Dry Goods House

FISCKER DRUG STORE.

Attorney John Franklin of El Paso,
arrived in the city yesterday and has
a room at the Claire. He Is a member
of the law firm of Hawkins and Frank
lin, attorneys for the El Paso and
Southwestern Railway company. At
torney Franklin came to the city on
legal business before the supreme
court.
Professor J. A. Miller, principal of
the high school in the Duke City and
Judge George R. Craig, also of Albuquerque, were admitted to practice
law in the territory before the territorial supreme court yesterday. They
both left Santa Fe for their homes
last night. They had a pleasant so- iourn in Santa Fe and expressed them
selves as greatly pleased with their
visit. .

AND PISTOLS
RIFLES, SHOT GUNS
Gun
Shells and Metallic
Fe.
in
Santa
Carried
Ammunition Ever
Hunting Coats, Pants, Caps, and Leggings.

The Biggest Stock of Shot

On Page Eight.)

(Continued
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For anything and ererything appertaining
call on the New Mexican Printing Companj.

as
CALL

Ap SEE

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

fflf 7

3. apil

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER
SKI

A

Earl Turner, a mining man, well
known in southern Santa Fe county,
who for some years has been employed at Prlmero, Colorado, has returned
to San Pedro where he haa accepted
the position of superintendent of machinry of the Santa Fe Gold and
Copper company.
Right Rev. Bishop J. M. Kendrlck
and Rev. W. R. Dye, rector of the
Church of the Holy Faith, went to Es
tancla this afternoon on business con
nected with the selection of a lot
there upon which will be erected an
Episcopal church. They will return tomorrow evening.
Wilson Mills, son of Chief Justice
W. J. Mills, who spent several daya of
this week in the city on a visit, returned to his home in Las Vegas yester
aay. we enjoyed tne grand scenery
and visited many places of historical
interest and expressed his visit as being one round of pleasure.

TONIGHT
Chamberlain

The

KO.213.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

and Sterling.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

"Komlcal
Karakter
Komedy
Kids" In One of Their Great

Sketches.
STUDIES

PICTURES.

.'.rX""L..

"Raffles, the Gentleman Burglar."
"Our Dog Friends."
"Troublesome Theft."
Song

:

,.v' ...

MONDAY

,

TUESDAY

"Are You Sincere."

Change of Program Every

SEPT.

AND THURSDAY

1st

Two Shows Dally, 7:30 and 8:45 p. m.
Admission . . . . ;
Reserved Seats

10c
20c

for ADDRESS
particulars BROTHER HERMES,

J
M

PRESIDENT.

that should be compounded with skill and
care. We are absolutely sure of every prescription
being perfect before leaving the store.
TRY US No matter where the doctor tells you to have it filled

PRESCRIPTION

PHONE.

JEWELER-

OPERA HOUSE

FDR YOURSELF

Jewelry Silverware,

City.

Sold and Recommended by

I
vU
'V?
The New Mexican Printing com
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus
tices of the peace. They are especialwith printed headings, In
ly ruled,
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, have full
Turkey and Duck Calls
index in front and the foes of Justices
Cartridge Cases and Belts
of the peace and constables printed
Hunting Knives, Rifle
Cases, Pistol Holsters
In full on the first page.
The pages
Sights Recoil Pads,
Inches. These books are
are 10
Rifle
Scabbards,
Game Bags.
made up in civil and criminal dockets.
with
or
32
of
pages each,
separate
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
Combined Civil and Criminal ..' 4.00
SANTA FES' UP TO DATE HARDWARE STORE
TTT
For 45 cents additional for a single
Phon
a
tor
additional
55
cents
or
docket,
S
combination docket, they will be sent
In
Cash
or
mall
by
prepaid express.
Forests.
State
full must accompany order.
John H. Knaebel, prominent attor- plainly whether English or 3panlsh
DIAMONDS
WATCHES
ney of Denver, reached the city yester- printed heading is wantel
day on legal business. He registered
at the Palace hotel. Attorney Knaebel
Telephone Na. 40.
If you want anything on earth try
is a former resident of this city and
E'M
r,Ght pr,cEs
New Mexican want "ad."
h
AIM
has many friends here who always
Fitted Bw Un-tRIGHT GOOD ,
welcome his visits to the Capital City.
K. K. Scott, Roswell attorney, who
RIGHT SERVICE
Y.Date Method.
to Printing or Binding spent the last few days here attending the session of the Bar Association
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWkrtE.
of which body he was the secretary
846 San FrancUco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
A. M. Dettelbach Manager.
during the past year, went home this
morning, going with Secretary Nathan
Jaffa via the Santa Fe Central and the
auto line.

IFfcsli Daily
PEACHES,

INCORPORATED 1903.

1856.
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saw a
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Grace Barton of Los Angeles, is in
s
the em st ot Mr. and Mrs.
I.I effersim R;i yiioldn.
Antonio Anaya of Galisteo, was in
town yesterday transacting business
re had a room at (he Corrnado hotel
Miss Louise Spci'leder, rb lighter of
C. 11. SiKirlednr of East Las Vesaa,
hits returned home from an Eastern
nw

t
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is something

ZOOIC'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

J)

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
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MINOR

The Havin

forecast for New
Mexico: Generally fair weath-- r
tonight and Friday with
stationary temperature.

.

If you are tnrilty, you have some of your money left over.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a
are going to be a great
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

semi-weekl-

day-the- re

it just means making a man of you.
Making you free to do as you wish.
Making you and your family happy and contented.

OPEN AN.ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
AND TRUST COMPANY

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY

There

FIRE MGS. RELIABLE HORSES, S1N6LE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. MACKS.

9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Rates Right.

Drivers Furnished.

CHAS, CLOSSON.
YOU

I

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

you strike thia establishment.

ha
VVe

handle

FIRST-CLAS-

nottainK

S

but

FLOUR

AND

FEED

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are: And those who don't
know out flour and. feed are losing
something every day they remain unacquainted. If you are one of these
you should give ub a trial order at

-

"V V
iv
V

once.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STO"K FOOD

LEOHERSCH

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
The Only Exclusive Grain House In 8anta Fe. New Mexico.

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
.

We have

just received a nice line of prettv dishes
and are selling them' at a special price. Fancy Cups
and Saucers goes at 10 and 15 cents. Pitchers,
Plates, etc. will go at equally as low prices.
Fancy Imported China, Glassware
Special Prices on Blue Diamond Granite Ware
OUR STOCK OF TIN WARE IS COMPLETE.

Our Stock of Furniture is large and you are invited
to look it over and exsmine our prices.
Handsome Recep- - (El 00

tion Chairs at

E mbalmina

ft Under akinq

wf

San Francisco St 'Phone
'Phone No
Night Call
306-- 8

10
1

A SPECIALTY.

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

AT

Iiss 1 Iiler

OF

Wire and Nails
is

to Every Attorney.

once.

CALL UP 'PHONI

GOODS

Attention is called to the advertiseVolume 13, of the reports of casoe
ment of the Santa Fe Meat and Live argued and determined In the supreme
stock company in this issue. This firm court of New Mexico Is now readv for
handles everything in the meat and distribution anions: the members of the
produce line.
bar. No law library In New Mexico Is
Cheap excursion. Special train via complete without It and no practicing
Santa Fe Central railway, Sunday, attorney is absolutely necessary. JusSeptember Cth to all Estancia Valley tices of the peace, U. S. commissionpoints. Santa Fe vs. Wlllard. Ball ers, court officials and all others who
game at Willard. Special leaves at 8 a. are Interested in the Interpretation of
m. sharp.
the law, especially the New Mexico
The regular monthly dance given by law, by the highest court of the terthe Woman's Board of Trade at the ritory should have the volume at their
library building will occur Monday elbow. It 13 compiled by Judge A. J.
night. The dance tickets will be 75 Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
cents' each and as usual a good time and federal
attorney for the Pueblo
is assured.
on the
Indians, and his experience
The Board of Education reports that bench, a.s practicing attorney and as
about two hundred children have been the author of previous volumes of Revaccinated during the week, but that ports, assures that volume 13 has been
at least hat many more should be and carefully edited and Indexed. The typomust be vaccinated before they can graphical work and binding Is by the
enter school. The school board is New Mexican Printing company which
af- Is
look
desirous that
parents
being complimented upon the fact
ter the vaccination of their children at that It is the best printed and best

Why

4

FALL

THAT CAR

y

music.

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALL THIS?

pays

NEW

Weather

The Guild ot the Church of the Holy
Faith will meet with Mrs. R. J. Palen
Southeaxt Corner Plata,
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
tomorrow aftrnoon at 2:30 o'clock at
NEW MEXICO REPORTS
the home of Mrs. J. T. Patterson.
is
the regular
Tonight
VOLUME NUMBER 13
concert in the Plaza, given by La
Banda de Santa Fe. All music lovers Just Issued From Press of New Mexi
are invited to come out and enjoy the
can Printing Company Essential

am,

UK

duet

RECEIVED
s;

Habit

THE UNITED STATES

CITY TOPICS

complete change of thus far Issued. The price ner volume.
program at the opera house tonight. $2.70, Is lower than that of any previAmong the feature films tonight are ous volume. To this 30 cents should be
the "Raffles, the Gentleman Burglar," added for postage, if volume Is ordered
the
"Troublesome
and by mail. The edition is limited and ordTheft,"
"Our Dog Friends." The
illustrated ers will be filled in the sequence of
song is, "Are You Sincere?" For the their receipt
present vaudeville will not be given
until the "six city" circuit has been
FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGONY.
established. Until then the prices will Will You Continue to Suffer From Cabe as before, only 10 and 20 cents.
tarrh in the Face of This
The sky was overcast throughout
Testimony?
most of the day yesterday by low
"I suffered for fifteen years with ca
diclouds moving from a southernly
tarrhal troubles so bad that I had tn
rection, the sun having shone only leave the sea. I could not He down at
at short intervals. A sprinkle of rain
night to sleep, on account of the con
occurred from 7:13 to 7:35 p. m. The stant catarrhal dropping. I went to
maximum temperature was 70. degrees two different
for treatment,
at 3:40 p. m., and the minimum tem but without hospitals benefit.
I was
lasting
any
perature was 53 degrees at 6:30 a. m. constantly raising yellow and greea
The average relative humidity for the
phlegm, and the trouble was so. un
day was 6$ per cent. The temperature bearable and nauseating that I was
at a. m., today was 56 degrees.
ashamed to go out in company. I have
A series of eight pictorial postal used
only two bottles of Hyomei, and
cards, illustrating an exterior view of have been cured hv the remedy. It has
San Miguel's church, as well as the made full and
complete recovery."
Old House nearby, have been printed.
Capt. WILLNEF.
as well as the historical lecture by
Hyomei is a dry, healing, antlspetic
ColBrother David of
air',' extracted from the Eucalyptus
lege to visitors to the ancient land- groves of Australia. It Is a pleasure
marks. This lecture, quaint and sin- to use
Hyomei, because you do not
cere in its terms, preserves the Span take it into the
stomach; you simply
ish and Catholic traditions of the breathe it 1b this
air, and
founding of Santa Fe, which differ relief is immediate, and complete re
somewhat from those of the more critcovery comes In a few days. Hyomei
ical modern historians, who set the outfit, including an inhaler that will
date of the founding of Santa Fe sixty- - last a lifetime, costs $1.00. If it does
five years later than do the traditions, not cure
your catarrh, asthma, bronto which Brother David alludes in his chitis,
coughs or colds, The Ireland
lecture. The little pamphlet as well as
will give you your money
Pharmacy
the post cards are an excellent adver back.
tisement of Santa Fe and should at
tract many tourists.
G

Saint-Michael'-

s

germ-killin- g

(Continued

IT WILL BE MONEY
IN YOUR

On

Page Eight.)

BEWARE OF OINTMENTS FOR
THAT CONTAIN MERCURY.
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange the .whole system when entering it though the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they
will do is ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive from them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. In. buying
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken Internally and
made in Toledo, Ohio) by F. J. Cheney
& Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists, 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Hi HUE

SCO.

W E CAN HONEY
SAVE YOU

ft
Phone

jVo

jphe entire line of spring and summer goods
1 of every and all
descriptions will be sold at
one half of its regular value.
Please Give us a Call and Convince Yourself.

BEAUTIES

1

ft

Are the new Fall and Winter

Hats we are showing this
week. They came in the
latest shapes and colors.
AND L00K

all

Mm

MAIL ORDERS

Phone

6

lo

SOLICITED

PHONE 92

PHONE 92

Fotf Chickens, Ducks,

Turkeys, Fish, Oysters, Fruit
and Vegetables. Kansas City, and Home Dressed
Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal and Lamb. Try us and you
will be a permanent CUSTOMER.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. iW BERGERE,

Manaocr for New Mexico
F,

Catran MMk,

N. M.

BlackDBrnes
Foi anything and everything appertaining to Printisg or Binding
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.

for

Preserving
are now the
lowest
of the

The Valley Ranch,

x
The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (The Pecos) in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Out of Doors Life

blanks both English and
for sale by the New Mexican
Printing company.
Legal
Spanish

Don't be afraid to give Chamberlain's CouglTRemedy to your children.
It contains no opium or other harmful drug. It always cures. For sale
by all druggists.

83

ii

ii

SANTA FE MEAT AND LIVE STOCK CO.

'7

During the Alonth of July

POCKET TO

SEE US

bound volume of New Mexico Reports

will be a

IN

Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY

Give us your

or-

der for a crate
or more

A

15.

Address The Valley Ranch.
VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

FLAT

i

OPENING

;

BLANK

;

BOOKS.

Also have all
kinds of other

p?fyn?
H. S. KAUNE

8

CO.

THEM OVER

PRICES MODERATE

JULIUS H. GERDES.

'PHONE 26

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., 80LE MAKER3 FOR NEW
(FRAY PATENT.
,

MEXICO,

PAGE

SIX

SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Santa Fe Central Rv.. Time Table'
UK

HKA h Lin WW
NO

S T

Mir.KS

1

60 pm
1 65
p ill
2 64 p III
a 27 pm
3 51 u m

12

pm

r.v.

o
22

Allltiulo

TIOXS

Santa

Stanley

w

6,2fO
li.lToj

Moilai-t-

Mclutuxh

CI
A

r.

6 25
5 13
4 10
3 27
3 02
2 38
1 3H
I 03
12 29
12 IXi
II 15

l.v.
Ar.

p 111
p III
p III
p in

pin
111

p
p in
p in
p 111
p III
IU

JUST IN TIME.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

I'l'

1

Irrigation

NO. 2

7.000
6,050

K

Kennedy

"

41

A

A

16th National

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

CONGRESS

FRATERNAL

Some Santa Fe People May Wait Till
It's Too Late.
too late.
Don't wait until
Be sure and be in time.
Just In time with kidney Ills
Means curing the back
Before backache becomes chronic;
Before serious urinary troubles set

Palace.
William A. Lausch, Denver; Norria
English, New York; Ojale Bodenham-en- ,
St. Joseph, Missouri; C. C. Conkle,
riptivap TnVm H" Tfnnohol riAtivfir" A
'j. Green, Estancia; H, C, William,

,

3, 1908.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Regular ... communication
first Monday of each
month at
Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p, m.
1, A.

In.
Claire.
6 14pm
l.v.
6.125
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this.
N. L. KING.
Theodore Chacon, Las Vegas; C. F.
Ml
Willlnril
6 61) p 111
0,210
'
6 2a pm
i!
Is Santa Fe testimony to prove
L. C.
Here
Churchill,
Kelleson,
Denver;'
Master.
Worthy
6,205
I'.lani'a
6 44 p
ALAN R. M'CORB, Secretary.
IU75
I.v
Santa Rosa; Glen Jones, Arizona; J. It
7 35 p m
Tornim'o
Ar.
! 18
Tfioa in"
Ar. 12 35 a m
Tommci!
2 25 a ill
8 311 p m
Mrs. Agrlplna D. de Gonzales, living
l.v,
Franklin, El Paso; M. M. Barber, Gold10 loa in
Kansas City
7 IXI a III
I.v, 10 40 p
9 30 p m
Ar.
Santi Fe Chapter No. 1
"
8
10 02 p III
59 a 111
en; L. H. Hill and wife, Topeka, Kan-has- ; on Lincoln avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.,
7 05 p III
St. Uiuls
7 65 a III
11 30 p III
"
9 00 P in
CIlii'ltKll
11 45 a in
8 50 a m
R. A. M. Regular conB. F. Pankey, Lamy; J. O. says: "My sister who was In a very
Mrs.
1 15 p
6 20 p in
Kl l'lisu
A I'.
5 50 p m
8 00 a in
Sep. 29 to Oc 10,
vocation second Monday
Leatherwood, wife and daughter, Stan critical condition from kidney comof each month at Maley; J. A. Bittel, Chicago; H. B. Fer- plaint was cured by the use of Doan's
Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive tome and see the
Santa guson, Albuquerque; E. V. Whistler, Kidney Pills. For some time she was
prosperous
sonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
various
of
and
Booklets
the
literature
agency for all ocean steamship lines.
bouthwest where all the way from Wichita, Kansas; Ella Rogers, Sabula, attended by two physicians and the
S. SPITZ. H. P.
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers, Colorado to California water Is
Clear
.
king, i0wa; Julian Iverson',
Lake, verdict given by them was that she ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
free upon application.
Mount
Fred
J.
Vernon, could not be cured. Furthermore, they
Iowa;
Kelley,
Fast freight service to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
The U. S. Government is spending mil Ohio; J. A. Kelly, Mount Vernon, stated that she would not live more
Santa Fe Commandary
lions of dollars to get a permanent Ohio; L, Helfrlch, Trinidad, Colorado; than a month or so. Doan's Kidney
J. P. LYNG.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
water supply for the semi-ariCITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
lands. (M. A. Maestas, Mattie Nicholson, Al- - .Pills oomlng to her notice she procur- conclave
fourth Monday In each month at
,ea a supply ana tne result was as
Duquerque.
Tt means millions of acres made tllla
above stated. About six months ago ijMasonlc Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Normandie.
ble and fit for homes.
JOHN H. WALKER, B. C.
U. R. Strasser, Denver; John Taylor procured Doan's Kidney Pills at Ire-- 1
Pueblo, Colorado; M. N. Scout, Butte, land's Pharmacy for backache which 'H. F. SEPHENS, Recorder.
A national event, worth
crossing a Montana; George Patrick, Stanley; had clung to me for some time and
continent to see. Foreign diplomats, Thomas Burns, Antonio Sandoval, Gal- - by spells and caused me a good deal Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No, 1.
Government Officials, noted irrigation isteo; R. M. HaJl, Texas; Fred Nary, of suffering. The use of one box had 14th degree, Ancient, and Accepted
RrntHcrti T?lto n Vraa Moonnn.
experts and Captains of Industry will Sheldon, Missouri; C. C. Eagan and sufficed to rid me of the trouble."
on
the third Monday of each month
50
attend,
Del
all
Wilson
For sale by
dealers. Price
and wife,
wife, Fred
Norte,
Foster-Mllbur- n
cents.
Colorado.
Co., Buffalo, at 7:0 o clock In the evening 5ln
A great
'New York, sole agents for the United Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
exposition of Southwest
E. A. Cooper, Sllverton, Colorado; States.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
farms, ranches, mines and Industries.
Indians too and Cowboys U. S. Caval- Antonio Anaya, Galisteo; A. D. Spang-ler- ,
Remember he name Doan'sand .a'aily invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. 32.
Belle Plains, Kansas.
ry.
take no other.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,
AND
TO
FROM
ROSWELL.
Rate from Santa Fe to Albuquerque
Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's
Secretarv
Connection made with Automobile
and return, $3.45.
stop Headache, womanly pains, any
at
Roswell
line
for
Torrance
daily,
pain, anywhere, In 20 minutes sure.
P. P. O. E.
Attractive
s
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- to U. Formula on the 25c box. Ask
your
S. Reclamation proiects
4 a- - m'- - aml
at
Rose11
or doctor about this formula iwtel!at
a"lve,s
and
Grand Canyon of druggist
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
-i- t's fine.
The Ireland's Pharmacy. ,at 12 non- - Automobile leaves Ros- holds Its
Arizona.
1
regular session on the sec-nfor
well
Torrance at p. m., and ar
and fourth Wednesdays of each
m.
10
at
at
The
rives
Torrance
fare
p.
Q. H. DONART,
No 2
Mill's From
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is month. Visiting brothers are Invited
Miles Kroni
No. 1.
Agent.
DAILY
STATIONS.
Katou
end welcome.
lies Moines
DAILY
$5.80 and between Torrance and
;
T. P. GABLE,
$10. Reserve seats on automo- ' H
5 30 p, 111.
49
Exalted Rulet
M.
Ait
N;
10 00 a. m.
0
l.v. lies MolntH,
Ask for Irrigation Booklet.
5 15 p. in.
45
' II "
l.v
" Kuimiliio,
4
10 12 a. m.
J. D. SENA,
4 55 p. in.
38
H
" Dedniaii
W C Aali. nuiuiuouue Ijine.
11
SlniiW V Vf Snnt
10 85 a, 111.
"r-- 4 35 p. III.
32
HPEfSri
'
Secretary.
I
16
10 50 U. Ui.
4 25 p. 111.
29
er brought In some good looking ore
" capulln
20
11 05 a. m
Vltfil
3 55 p. in.
24
25
11 20 a, ill.
Tickling or dry coughs will quickly
", Thompson
this week found about ten miles north
3 30 p. ill.
18
" L'uniiliiKlmni
(Small Holding Claim No. 354 (0828.)
31
11 45 a. m.
2 55 p. 111.
7
of Stanley. The ore, which shows both loosen when using Dr. Shoop's Cough
" Clifton Housi) unction
42
12 20 p. in.
Notice For Publication.
2 30 p. 111.
Air
A IT.
12 45 p. III.
lead and silver, was found in numer-- j Remedy. And it is so thoroughly
12 25 p. 111.
RATON KM,
49
of the Interior.
l.v
Department
3 30 p. in.
l.v,
111.
12
05 p.
7
ous outcroppings in that region, the harmless that Dr. Shoop tells mothers
I.v
42
3 50 p. in.
Clifton House Junction
Land Office.
United
States
40 a. 111.
13
Sll
49
Preston
$4 15 p. Ill,
main ledge of which will undoubtedly to use nothing else, even for very
11 06 a' in.
23
N. M., Aug. 11, 1908.
Santa
Fe,
58
4 45 p 111.
Koeliler
11 15 a. in.
20
young babies. The wholesome green
a rich strike when found.
prove
56
4 55 p. 111.
Koehler Jiu-tis
Notice
15
10
a.
given that the
hereby
33
in.
'15 50 p. 111.
68
Colfax
A forest ranger will be In Stanley leaves and tender stems of a lung
9 43 a. in.
41
has filed notice
claimant
77
6 15 p, in.
Oerrososo
SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES.
9 25 a. in.
l.v.
on September 4th to Issue permits to healing mountainous shrub give the of his intention to make final
An47
6 35 p. 111.
N. M.
7 60 a. m.
CIMARRON
83
proof ln
To Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
Arr
7 08 p. 111.
l.v.
curative properties to Dr. Shoop's
cut wood on the reserve.
7 40 a. in.
50
16
N M,
I.v
sections
claim
of
under
his
86
Nash
10
support
eastern
and
and
other
p.
in.
return, ' F. M.
i.
points
7 25 a. m.
53
89
7. 23 p. Hi.
Harlan
Guthrie, of Paris, Texas, Is Cough Remedy. It calms the cough, and 17 of the act of March 3, 1S91 (26
7 00 a. in. June 1st to
69
To
1908.
30th,
September
94
Ute Fark
1. 45 p. Ul.
his son, six miles west of .and heals the sensitive bronchial Stats.,
854), as amended by the ait of
Kansas City and return $41.55; to St. visiting
He
N.
may possibly locate there, membrames. No opium, no chloroform February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470 ami
Stanley.
in
Dawson,
Louis and return 144.35; to Chicago,
j Connects
with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving
John Cantwell Js back on his place nothing harsh, used to injure or
that said" proof will be made before the
and return $50.35. On sale dally June)
M., 6:15 p. m.
after several weeks spent in the press. Demand Dr. Shoop's. Accept register or receiver at Santa Fe, N.
N.
M.,
123
No.
Dawson,
1st
to
&
leaving
Final
train
30th
W.
E.
S.
Inclusive.
with
P.
Connects
September
Ry.
j
Sold by The Ireland's
j no jOther.
Kansas harvest fields.
1908, viz:
M., on September 24th,
return limit October 31sL
9:55 a. m.
Mr.
and
of
Pharmacy.
One
Infant
twins
the
of
M.
Nicolas
for
Mariano
N.
Jimines,
Roybal,
at
SUMMER
meets
trains
RATES
TOURIST
N.
Preston,
M.,
Stage for van Houten,
Mrs. Eugene Waldrop died last week
follows: To Denver, Colorado
of Santa Fe, N. M., for the lots In sec
C. & 8. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as
Springs and of
The New Mexican Printing company tions 9 and 16,
infant
yellow jaundice.
Township 18 N. R. 10
SOUTH BOUND.
Pueblo, Colorado.
NORTH BOUND
Is prepared to furnish cards de vite
Is
sick.
very
To Denver and return 121.10.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Emigh, west of for ladles and for gentlemen on short
He names the following witnesses to
To Colorado Springs and return
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
on Wednesday, were presented notice In first class style at reasonable prove his actual continuous adverse
town,
C.
with
and
$18.15.
Raton
Preston,
at
S.
F.
&
A.
T.
TracK connection with
Ry.
with a flne daughter.
l rices, either engraved or printed. possession of said tract for twenty
&
To Pueblo and return $16.55.
& S. at Des Moines, E. P & S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron
Call at the New Mexican Printlngcom- M.
S.
from
a
has
returned
Douglas
On sale riailv .Tune 1st. tn Sentnmyears next preceding the survey of the
.
.
.
,
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
r - .ousmess
i
pany.
P
lo
"Knoni.
30th.
Mexico:
New
Ocate,
ber
township, viz;
return
In
October
Final
limit
.
Is
the
for
N.
points
M.,
following
Cimarron,
depot
of
Detroit,
Michigan,
Chapin
Judge
overs
31st.
at
of
and
Santiago Martinez, Darlo Roybal,
north
Stop
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
WILL INTEREST MANY.
a brother of J. C. Chapin of Stanley,
Maslmiano
In
Pueblo
both
Mexico:
Sals, Noberto Roybal, all of
directions.
New
Arroyo
in
N.
for
is
M.,
Ute Park,
following points
depot
over
is
the
here
should
know
and
M.
looking
that
N.
visiting
Every
person
Santa
good
Lobo,
Fe,
Seaside
to
Excursions
Los Anaeles.
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Is impossible if the kidneys are
health
country.
who desires to protest
person
San
Any
San
and
Francisco,
Taos
Calif.,
Twining.
Diego,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City,
in
N.
Miss
Patterson
arrived
of said proof or
Cy
allowance
the
deranged.
Foley's
Kidney
Remedy against
Also Other Points on the
'
W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
E. J. DEDMAN,
Stanley Wednesday from Anadarko, will cure kidney and bladder disease who knows of any substantial reason
Coast.
To Los Angeles or San Diego and Oklahoma. She Is a daughter of James in every form, and will bund up and under the laws and regulations of the
Superintendent V. Pres. and Cen MgrJH Gen. Pass Agt
.Patterson and wife, west of town, strengthen these organs so they will Interior Department why such proof
return
$41.90.
N
H.
RATON,
RATON. N
RATON, N
To San Francisco, Calif., and return and naa a flne claiTO adjoining that of perform their functions properly. No should not be allowed will be given an
ner tamers wnicn sne nas nameu tne uanger or lirignt s disease or diabetes opportunity at the
$50,
if Foley's Kidney Remedy Is taken time and place to cross examine the
Tickets on sale each Tuesday, Patijo ranch.
L.
came
from
H.
who
here
in
time. Sold by The Ireland's Pharm-Fredric- witnesses of said claimant and to ofHamby
and
Saturdays until SeptemThursday
Oklahoma, a short time ago' a "y.
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subber Inclusive. Final return limit No
vember 30th, 1908.
mitted by claimant.
Liberal stop to visit hla brother, Grover Hamby,
'.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
overs for side rides to Grand Canyon, has purchased his brother's Interests
Thft Nftw MATlenn nnn An nrlnMnc
I'emnea rorests, also at pleasure at here, consisting of a quarter section eDual to that done ln
Register.
of the ,
of land, town property, team, etc. He cltleB 0ur soncitor
and west of Barstow, California.
every plece cf
For a Sprained Ankle.
has made arrangements to have the work we turn out
RATES TO ST. PAUL.
once
Try our
A
Ancient Arabic Order Nobles of Mys- entire quarter section of land broken and you wiu
sprained ankle may be cured in
certalniy come again. We
d
about
the time usually reand prepared for seeding to. alfalfa have all the facmtles fo
tic Shrine Meet In St. Paul,
rturning out
next spring.
July 13, 1908.
( every
class of work, Including one mi quired, by applying Chamberlain's
ar- i
i
i
Hit
tt
Pain Balm freely, and giving it absoFrom Santa Fe to St. Paul and re
n.
n.
avirs. tt
air.
aim
vusneuuei
ry
th
hnat
hlnrtoploa In th Wut
11:10 A. M.
lute rest. For sale by all druggists.
turn $52.95. On sale dally June 1st gave an informal reception In honor of
to September 30th, final return limit, Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Tarr who have
Passed Examination Successfully.
P. M.
Be
El
October 81st, 1908.
just returned from their wedding trip.
James Donahue, New Britain, Conn.,
The evening was consumed by games,
SPECIAL RATES.
writes: "I tried several
reme
M inierenwG ana tuouia mow
and refreshments. Dr. j dies, and was treated kidney
Special one way second class Colon- - conversation
our
abont the wonderful
best
by
ist fares to Arizona, California, New D. W. White proved his skill as a palm- IMARVELWhlrlingSpray
physicians for diabetes, but did not
I TlW new
4 14
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STANLEY ITEMS.

.1

Rob-wel-

l,

Lkursions

.

,

.

i

I

sup-agai-

n

-

The-othe-

1

J.

(

above-mentione-

Going

to EI Paso?

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

one-thir-

1

At Torrance at
in
Paso at 5:30

Evory 7omao

Sept. 1st, to Oct. 31st, 1908,'lncluslve.
Thirty dollars from Santa Fe to
A n cm I no
Con uVannicmn SnAiamanrn
:r..v.
..r:: auu
aun.eso mve sme a ocKloa
ntermedia tes. Also similar low rates
to the northwest
H. DONART, Agent.

The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant joujney via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.

;r,:

n

V.

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso, Texas,

Qr a tp E

OUR

;

OTTO RETSCH,
FAL8TAFF

Proprietot

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
WEST SIDE OF PI AZA

SANTA

f-- fc

the young ladles hands.
essor J. D. Tinsle y of the New
virv I vll mire rr orlniil rn vrt and Trk.
VI

..i

ye

A

:r.z:ry:::rT..::"

Traveling

IN JV

CORRIGK CARRIAGE CO.

ius

Beat

oit

bottles

ittn
if

mr drnvslat fftr It.
cannot tiuppiy the
accent n
uther. but aend itumD for
flluUrated book aealed. It kWm
fiitl nartienlara and direction! In- minahln to ladlm. HAKVKL CO.
44 Hmmt S8d Street. 1JKW TURK.

Marvel,

The Famous

It is an admitted fact that real

Falstaff

Beeb

eS'

fesutsafe
by advertising ln the New!

KRICK
HENRY
Sole Agent for

traveling man. "I was in the sraok- - being well satisfied that dry farming M . c n'
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER
lng department with Rome other trav- - was an assured success In the Estan-out
one
men
when
went
cla
of
them
eling
valley.
A clever, popular Candy Cold Cure
And All Kiii el Mineral Waten,
into the coach and came back and said, ' J. H. Mason has about finished dis Tablet called
Preventlcs Is being
"There is a woman sick unto death in posing of his stock of goods and l3nowd,
,Bt eve
here In
nged b d
the car.' I at one got up and went making improvements on the build- ara 00m to
hm.a
Any Flavor row Dooiro.
break any cold completely.
And
Filled for Any Aaeirt.
frdtn
colic, her hands and arms were drawn with a new stock of groceries,
so safe and tooth- Orders will Receive
ArtenMin.
Misses Lula and Lille Shock have Preventlcs, being
Prwjt
up so you could not straighten them,
some, are very flne for children. No
and with a deathlike look on her face, gone to their home at Warrensburg,
Quinine, no laxative, nothing harsh
Phone 3B
Two or three ladies were working Missouri, after a two weeks' visit In nor
Box of 48 25c. Sold
sickening.
I
her
were
and
so pleased with
with her
whiskey.
giving
Stanley.. They
taata Ft, I.
entezuma Avenue.
The Ireland's Pharmacy.
went to my suit case and got my bot- - this section of the valley that they will by
tie of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera return here to make their home and
and Diarrhoea Remedy (I never travel will most likely Induce others to
it), ran to the water tank, turn with them,
put a double dose of the medicine In, Dr. p. W. White went to Santa Fe
the glass, poured Borne water into it Sunday and returned Monday after-anstirred it with a pencil; then I noon.
TO
had quite a time .to get the ladles j A goodly number of Stanley Ites are
Utah and Nevada;' to Denver
of
The
Colorado,
I
to
Bucceedto let me give It
Mining Camp
her, but
planning to take the excursion train
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the ;
ed. I could at once see the effect and to Wlllard netx Sunday. The occasion
I worked with her, rubbing her hands, being a game of baseball between the
and in twenty minutes I gave her an- New Mexico champion team, the
dose. By this time we were mon Grays of Santa Fe, and the strong
almost into Le Grande, where I was Wlllard nine.
Through the fertile San Luis valley, Also to the San
to leave the train. I gave the bottle
Juan country of Colorado.
to the husband to be used ln case Quick Relief for Atthma 8ufferer.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive
another dose should be needed, but j Foley's Honey and Tar affords
(literature, etc., call on or A. address F. H.
the time the train ran Into Le mediate relief to asthma sufferers in
F. A T.
KelRIOK, Agaiii
I. K. HOOPER,
I re- - the worst stages and If taken in time
Grande she was all right, and
'
Fo, N. M.
Btiivtr, Colo.
celved the jthanks of every passenger ,wlll eftect'a cure. Sold by The Ire
in the car," For sale by all druggists, land's Pharmacy.
1

SODA WATER,

Dl

'

"

Line

120 San Francisco St.
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-

Sal-othe-

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

r

-

.

im-b- y

Calf op 132 Black for Carriages.

-

U eletuwet

boLtle

Ireland,s pham

d

&

Taclnal (fringeAl
conveu-

cured me completely,
i have since
.
waa m Diumey
lau.c
a rigid examination for life in-passed
Inspecting the different crops on the
c
Kidney
Remedy
j
place, of William Morgan and F. M. cureg backache ;nd all
fmg of
Castle, who are conducting expert- M
Sold by The
nd Madd t
ments with certain crops in connection

Man's Experience,
'with the agricultural department of.
"I must tell you my experience on the New Mexico Experiment Station.
an East bound O. R. & N. R. R. train Professor TInsley was very gratified
from Pendleton to Le Grande, Ore.." at the flne showing all kinds, of crops
A

'taJ

the

second

M

BOTTLED BEER.
ANY QUANTITY-FR- OM
A PINT UP

Hsek
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FLl, N. II. '

PAQI SEVEft

GO TO

WILLARD,
THE

COMMERCIAL

LIVE

IEW
CITY

TO

CODVEE

THE

OF

BELEI NEW

MEXICO.
ESTANCIA

MEXICO.

VALLEY.
FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO- -

THE CITY OF Wll LARD destined to be the COUNNY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico. Was laid out in the fall of 1905. It is now
a thriving city of nearly 1000 inhabitants. It lies on the main line of the

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RY.,

OF

F

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and 70 foot
streets, wilh alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees;
public school house, costing 116,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Helen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in1 Central
New Mexico, Its importance as a greit contnercial railroad city in the near future cannot be

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe Railway system, running east and west from
Chicago to all California points and the Santa Fe Central Railway running
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection with the Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are buL't and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipping and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation,

estimated.

THEWILLARDTOWN& IMPROVEMENT THE BELEN TOWN & IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE)

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE
Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fne busiress ltd mido ce lets cn
the townsite situate upon breed avenues ard studs, 60 fid CO feet wide.
Title perfect, warranly deed given. Teims ci Stic : Ci ( l alf (f purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage cn Ids f r Id with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable semi annually.

ALL PAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

&
v

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded and 2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds
One third purchase money, cash. Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
8
thereon.
cent
one year, with per
interest

4fc

.

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

Vice-Pre- s

ds

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.
:

:

:

IK FORMATION
TO

APPLY

:

:

jgp

:

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS.

F. P. DAVIES, Agent
of Company.

THE

New Mexico.

Willard,
hotel about 8 p. m. Wednesday. The
origin of the fire is unknown. The ho- L
;tel and contents were insured for $1,- 800; Byrne's hardware store was insured for $1,600. The drug store and
stock were a complete loss with no In- El
of
Right Rev. Bishop Kendrlck
surance.
Paso, and Rev. Shields of Dawson,
were at Tucumcari last week. While
A pleasing, good, high grade, truly
there Bishop Kendrick bought a lot on
which to build an Episcopal church. flavored, amber colored cup of coffee
The Nance boys have unloaded their can be had and without the real
threshing rig at Melrose and are now Coffee danger, or damage to health-thres- hing
north of town. The yield is by simply, using Dr. Shoops new
from ten to seventeen bush- - stitute, called "Health Coffee". Pure,
els per acre. How is that for New wholesome, toasted cereals, malt, nuts,
Mexico dry farming?
etc., make Dr. Snoop's Health Coffee
At the Johnson Flats near Nara both healthful and satisfying. No 20
Visa, Mrs. Stapley, has commenced to 30 minutes tedious boiling. "Made
teaching the youngsters lessons in in a minute," says Dr. Shoop. If
reading, etc. She announces that the served as coffee, it's taste will even
school is free, to any child that will' trick an expert. Test It and see.
Co.
attend regularly and behave proper- - For sale at the Cartwright-Davi- s
ly.
The Quay county teachers who are

Des Moines
Omaha
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WM. M. BERGER Secretary.

LEGAL BLANKS.

TIME TABLEALL LINES.

sub-report-

;'

IMPROVEMENT CO.,

&

JOHN BECKER, President'

.
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TOWN

Boman and McDonald;
Batteries
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe ComHollenbeck and Gonding.
plied According to Scedule of
American Association.
Trains Now In Effect,
At Kansas City Kansas City 2;
Minneapolis' 1.
SANTA FE CENTRAL,
At Milwaukee Milwaukee
St. No. 1.
4;
Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
Paul 2.
12:50 p. m.
At Toledo Toledo 4; Louisville 5.
No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
At Columbus Columbus 2; IndianFe at 6:25 p. m.
apolis 1.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 426 Eastbound, leaves Santa Fe
Herewith are some bargains offered at 10:45 a. m.
by the New Mexican Printing ComNo, 425 Westbound, arrives in Santa
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Fe 3:40 p. m.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Lamy Branch.
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt- No. 721
11:10 a. m.
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
No. 723
6:50 p. m.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
From Santa Fe Station.
full leather, $3;
Flexible No. Depart
Sheriff's
7:20
8:25 a.m.
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
BASE BALL SCORES
No. 722
4:20 p. m.
attending the institute at Tucumcari,!
two or more books, $1 each;
New
No. 724
7:40 p. m.
met last week and organized a teach-- ;
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
National League.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and 7,
ers' association. Officers werj elected
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each;
Compil
as follows: R. E. Galloway, of Logan, '
r
east, and No. 3, Limited, west, at
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilai
At
R.H.E.
Chicago
of
A.
E.
Lamy.
Parry,
Blaney,
president; Miss
Laws, 50c; Money's Di- No. 722 connects
V 2 tion Mining
with No. 1, west, at
secretary and treasurer, and Mies Chicago
New Mexico Reports,
of
full
gest
3
3
0
'..
St.
Louis
Clara Kennedy, of Tucumcari, assistLamy.
Batteries Frazer and Kling; Kas- - sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks. No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
ant
M
Moran and Idwlck
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9,
The ladies of the W. C. T. U. of Tu- Best Treatment for a Burn.
At
R.H.E.
Philadelphia
westbound, and Nos. 4 and 8,
hhrmni wPLMnn (
i...n.n.i
no
for
If
other reason, Chamber
2 9 2
Brooklyn
the Presbyterian church last week, in
3 13 1 Iain's Salve should be kept In every
honor of Rev. Warner DuBose and Philadelphia
Batteries Mclntyre, Rucker
and household on account of ,lts great
Main Line Via Lamy.
his brother, of Souchow, China, who
value in the treatment of burns. It
Dooin.
Corridon
and
(SevenNo. 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
Bergen;
Tucumcari.
Rev.
Dulose
in
is visiting
allays the pain almost Instantly, and
teen innings.)
to Albuquerque to discharge passenspoke on the work done in China in' At Cincinnati
unless the injury is a severe one, heals
R.
H.
E.
from Santa Fe.
gers
Sevoral
traffic.
abolishing the opium
2 fi 4 the parts without leaving a scar. This No. 721 leaves Lam? at 10:10 a. m.,
musical selections were given and de- Cincinnati
is also unequaled for chapped
8 11 1 salve
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
Pittsburg
licious refreshments1 were served.
sore nipples and diseases of
hands,
Batteries
Volz
and
'
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
Scheli;
Ewing
F. A. Stubbins, proprietor of the
the skin. Price, 25 cents. For sale 10
Leifleld
Gibson.
and
from the south, and No. 3 from
Olenrock Cafe, at Tucumcari, bought
,
by all druggists.
the east.
seven dozen fine cantaloupes that
)
American League.
were grown seven miles south of that
The New Mexican Printing company
St.
At
Louis
R. H.E.
fin
them
he
the
The New Mexican
pronounced
city and
has ready and for sale
and
Printing com
'.
4 10 2
est he ever saw. Mr. Stubbins is an Chicago
correct compilations of the territorial pany has prepared civil and criminal
1 8 3
authority on cantaloupes as he has StLouis
laws, price 75 cents, of dockets especially for the use of jus
Walsh and Sullivan; incorporation
been in the famous Rocky Ford dis- - Batteries
the territorial road laws, pprlce 50 tices of the peace. They arj especialtrict when they were being shipped In DJneneen, Howell and Stephens,
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
cents, and of the territorial
At Washington
R.H.E. laws, price 50 cents per copy. mining
carload lots, but said he: "The Quay
These either Spanish or English, made of
3 9 0 can
rountv cantaloiiDft has a finer flavor Washington
be Inurnhnspd hv nnnlvln?
record paper, strongly and dur-L' L
i good
o In nor.
I'
2 11 2
Boston
.,
than the Rocky Ford."
Douna
or
omce
witn learner hack and
man
me
me
amy
buu
vy
at
oi
Batteries
The San Jon correspondent of the
Hughes and Warner; company.
covers and canvas sides, have full
Tucumcari News, hits the Socialists steele an dCriger.
index in front and the fees of justices
At Detroit
R. H. E.
In the following words: "The ears of
of the peace and constables printed
5 7 4
the Socialists must be burning hot Detroit
n full on the first page.
The pages
Tar
been
have
and
sold
without
any
3 8 1
. .
'
these days for the people of the Val Cleveland . . . ... ,
are
10
Inches. These books are
ever
person
any
experienced
having
'
Batteries
Donovan and Schmidt:
ley are expressing themselves; pretty
other than beneficial results from its made up in civil and criminal dockets,
freely. No one Is suffering for food and Berger, Ryan, N. Clarke and: Land
use for
colds and lung trou separate of 32 pages each' or with
At New York
R.H.E. ble. Hiscoughs,
there is work to be had for aM who
is because the genuine Fo both civil and criminal bound In one
......
will work. We are In hopes that the Philadelphia
Honey and Tar in the yellow book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
2 7 4 ley's
cooler breezes of winter will waft both New Yrk
contains no opiates or other criminal. To Introduce them they are
the Socialists and ihpv ilvMnea in Batteries Plank and Blue; Lake package
Guard your health offered at the following prices:
harmful
drugs.
some other climate and leaVe our val-le- and Kleinow.
$2 . 75
by refusing any but the genuine. Sold Civil or Criminal
In peace."
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
by The Ireland's Pharmacy. V
"v
The principal business district of
Western League.
For 45 cents additional for a single
ues moines, u nion county, was At Sioux City
R. H. E.
The New Mexican Printing com' docket, or 55 cents additional for a
destroyed by fire last week. The South Sioux City
7 13 1 pany has on hand a large supply of combination docket, they will be sent
hotel, Byrne Hardware company, a ''Lincoln .v.7.',7.Y.V.'. . iV.'.V'.'v 3 9 0 pads and tablets suitable for school by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
drug store and store room owned by Batteries McKay and Shea; Jones, work, the desk, and also for lawyers full must accompany order.
State
MrB. Eunice
Allord are complete Hendrix and Zinran.
v and merchants; good everywhere. We plainly whether English or Spanish
ruins. The fire started in the South At Omaha
R. H. E will sell them at 5 cents In book form. printed heading Is wanted.
,

:

.

s

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

FOR FURTHER

:

Kept in Stock and for Sale by the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conforming to the Laws of New Mexico.
Mining Blanks.
sheet
Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
of
Publisher,
Agreement
sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
Placer Mining Location, 4 sbtet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declatory Statement, 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-mieral Affidavit,
sheet
Notice of Rlgh to Water,
sheet
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No
tice, 4 sheet
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40
cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
1-- 2

1-- 4

FOR SALE

Cheap. Three return
Call at Fisch

tickets to Las Vegas.
er's Drug Store.

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

WANTED A girl to cook and do
general housework. Apply to Mrs. R. J.
Palen, 231 East Palace avenue.
FOR SALE A ruling machine in
good condition; will be sold cheap. Ap-l- y
to the New Mexican Printing
'
Company.

Non-miner-

n

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

steam
FOR SALE A second-hanboiler in good condition. It will be
disposed of at very low price. Apply
to the New Mexican Printing Comd

v

pany.

.

f'

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

sheet

Capias Complaint,

1-- 4

Search Warrant,

1-- 2

sheet ;
sheet

;1

Spanish Blanks. , ;
Auto de Arresto, 4 pliego.
Auto de PPriston, 4 pliego.
Declaraclon Jurada, 4 pUego
de Nombramlento,
Certificado
pliego.
Fianza Oflcial, 2 pliego.
Flanza Oflcial y Juraironto,
1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's RecordFianza para Guardar la Paz,
ed Brand,
sheet
,
Contrato de Partido,
pliego.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's RecEscrltura de Renuncla, 2 pliego.
2
orded Brand,
Document Garantlzado,
sheet
pliego.
2
Bienes
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
de
Muebles,
plie
Hipoteca
Justice of the Pea;e Blanks.
go.
extensa
Document
Appeal Bonds, 2 sheet
Garantlzado,
orma entera, full sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
Certificado de Matrlmonio, 10 cents
Appearance Bond, 2 sheet
Appearance Bond on Continuance, cada uno.
sheet
oFrmula de Enumeraclon,
(J. P.)
pliego.
Bond of Appearance. (District Court)
Contrato entre los Dlrectores y
sheet.
pliego.
Justice Quarterly Report, 2 sheet
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet
Notas Obllgaclones, 26 and 60
4
cents.
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
LIbros Certlflcados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Reclbos Supervisores de
plaint, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry, and Detainer, Sum Caminos, 25 cents.
mons. 4 sheet
General Blanks.
Bond of Deed, 2 sheet.
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
tainer, 4 sheet
Bond, General Form, 1 2sheet
Certificate of Marriage, 75 cents per
Replevin Writ 4 sheet
dozen.
Replevin Affidavit, 4 sheet
4
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Official Bond,
sheet
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
sheet
Warrant,
Mortgage, full sheet.
i.
4
sheet.
Commitment,
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet."
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet.
2
Attachment Bond,
Guardian's Bond and Ooath,
sheet
Attachment Writ
sheet.
, sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee.
Letters of Administration,
sheet
sheet'
Administrator's Bond and Oath, 2
1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

1--

-

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

s,

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

1-- 4

1--

.

1--

1--

1--

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

4

."'"'sheet.

Execution.

1-- 2

Summons, 4 sheet
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet
1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

sheet.
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit,
sheet
Satisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet
1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

"
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Personal Mention, august was

Is the joy of the household, for
without it no happiness can be
complete.
Angels smile at
and commend the thoughts

i

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

GO.

S

(Continued

From Pae

Four

& 1908.

AN IDEAL MONTH

)

Maximum Temperature Only 86 DeHarvie DuVtil, surveyor and irrigagrees, While Average Was But
and aspirations of the mother
f(i I'JICrjiiRS!
tion engineer, is in Albuquerque on
66 Degrees.
bending over the cradle.
business.
MKAT MARKKT PHOXK SO. 49.
4.
UKOCEHY PHOXE NO
professional
The ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass is such that
Dr. Thomas A. McCarthy, connectThe total rainfall at Santa Fe durshe looks forward with dread to the hour when she shall feel the thrill
ed wilh the Bureau of Animal Indus- ing the month of August was only 2.74
try, left yesterday for Albuquerque on inches against four to eight Inches of motherhood.
Every woman should know that the danger and pain
official business.
in other parts of the territory. The av- - of child-birt- h
can be avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, which
Mrs. M. R. Otero and daughter, Mrs. erase tempeiature, according to the
renders pliable all the parts,
S. C. Xoland, wife and daughter of Reg- - Weather Bureau in this city, was only
nssictina nature in ito umrlr I i
later M. R. Otero, of this city, t Al- - Cfi degrees; the 'maximum recorded
By its aid thousands of
burquerque last evening for Kansas having been only 8C degrees, while women have
passed this 4
City, Missouri, where Mrs. Xoland is the minimum was 50 degrees and crisis in
safety.
to undergo an operation at St. .VIar:,'u- - there was not a single day that the book Information
of
to women tent free,
'minimum exceeded 58 degrees or went THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
ret's hospital.
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of below 50 degrees, certainly a remark- Atlanta, Ga.
the Bank of Commerce of Albnquer- - able record of equltableness In cli
The
que and chairman of the Sheep Sani- - mate that Is hard to surpass.
to
45
tary Hoard, readied tne city at noon greatest daily range in temperature flcient to admit its graduates into the
melons
Standard Size,
today from his home at Los Lunas and was merely 29 degrees and occurred higher institutions of learning. No cap,
crate, oer crate. $1,35. 5c,
is tne guest or nis sister, Mrs. a. m. on August . while tne least range ital Htock. Existence 50 years. IncorCLOSING MARKET REPORT.
Dorgere. Mr. Luna came on official was 13 degrees and occurred on Au porators: Morrison Werlna, Clifford
each.
as well as political business.
Amalgamated copper 77
which
is
gust 2,
certainly as A. Macy, William J. Woods, Alfred T.
Atchison 88
W. C. Hagan and J. H. Hunter, tounding considering that it includes Gill, James E. Buskirk, Franklin P.
pfd. 95.
New York Central 104
Pittsburg capitalist and stockholders the dog days. Since New Year there Hardin, all of Amistad.
Pony Size 54 to crate, per
in the New Mexico Central railway, has been a deficiency in the tempera
Pennsylvania 124.
Southern Pacific 106
crate, $1,10, 7 for 25c.
PHYSICIANS ENJOY
and Chairman W. S. Hopewell, of the(ture of 2C3 degrees or about one
Union Pacific 1C2
AN ELEGANT BANQUET
National Irrigation Congress (gree for each day. The heaviest
Steel 46; pfd. 109
in the city this morning in a cipltation for any 24 consecutive hours
MONEYS AND METALS.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 3. The
special train via the Santa Fe Cen-,wa- s
only .76 of an inch and since New
New York, Sept. 3. Money on call,
tral and this afternoon are attending ( Year there has been an excess over elaborate banquet given by the New
4
the stockholders' meeting of the road the average in precipitation of .63 of Mexico Medical Society to Its mem- easy
per cent; prime mercan-- .
.
4l-2tile
bers
Alvarado
at
ladies
their
the
and
paper
in the office of President Robt. Law. . an inch. The prevailing direction of
3. Lead,
New
12. Gortthe wind was from the southeast and hotel last night was a fitting culminaYork,
Sept.
quiet,
William
Mrs.
and
Attorney
ner returned to Las Vegas yesterday the total movement for the month tion to the successful business session 4554.660; lake copper, easy $13.50
75; silver 51
after a few days' visit, to the Capital .4,737 miles, an average of 0,4 miles of the society held yesterday morning
St. Louis, Sept. 3. Spelter, higher,
was
at
and
afternoon.
The
a
the
attended
with
banquet
Gortner
maximum
34
of
City. Attorney
velocity
only
(
405.
acconv
tended
over
by
fifty physicians,
sessions of the supreme court, also miles per hour. There were three dayE
WOOL MARKET- llie annual meeting of the Bar Associ-glasseas cloudy but there was not panied by their wives, daughters and
St. Louis,' Sept. 3. Wool, steady, unation. They enjoyed their visit to this one of the 31 days that had less .than lady friends. The details of the spread
k
city very much and during their stay, '26 per cent of sunshine while the per- - were all that could be desired, the changed.
besides attending the recention tend-- , centage of sunshine for the month was menu was an epicurean delight, and GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, Sept.
Sept. 98
ered to the Bar they visited places of 67. .Partly cloudy was the nature of 16 toasts scholarly and bright, and the
Dec. 97
historical interest. During their stay days, and 12 days were classified as service and music were excellent. Dr
Corn Sept. 79
Dec. 68.
in the city, Mr. and Mrs. Gortner had clear. There were 15 days on which W. R. Tipton, of Las Vegas, who was
as
was
to
scheduled
act
50
Oats
50
Dec.
toastmaster,
CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
rooms at the Palace hotel.
Sept.
a trace or more of Drecltitntion ocStewart van vnet, owner oi a prei- - curred. The mean relative humidity taken 111 a few moments before the Pork Sept. $14.80; Oct. $14.85. '
Lard Sept. $9.67
Oct. $9,721-ty stock ranch on the upper Pecos, for the montlTwas C5 percent, 79 per banquet and Dr. J. H. Wroth filled
the place in a very acceptable manner.
riibs Sept. $9.159.17
Oct.
is in tne city on a lew clays' visit, cent at 6 a. m., and 50 per cent at
He is raising blooded stock and p. m. The average maximum tempera- - The Society continued its sessions to Oct. $9.22
LIVESTOCK.
fancy poultry. He has about fifty tures were 77.2 degrees, and the mean day and will adjourn this evening.
The present sessions have been large
Kansas City, Sept. 3. Cattle, 8.000.
horses, a herd of fine cows and a minimum 54.8 degrees. The mean
attended and much good has been Market steady. Southern steers, $3.20
flock of fancy chickens on his mospheric pressure was
29.89;. the ly
ranch. Tuesday he purchased a fine highest 30.09 on August 1, and the accomplished as a result of the meet
4.65; southern cows. $2.203.30:
ing.
horse which will be sent lowest 29.69 on August 6.
stockers and feeders, $35; bulls $2.40
to the ranch this week. Mr. Van
3.60; calves, $3.507; western
CANNOT COLLECT FINE
AND
Vliet has numerous friends in the
steers. $3. 605. 50; western
cows,
FROM DEAD MAN'S ESTATE $2. 50 3. 75.
Capital City who like to see him
Hogs 7,000. Market 5 to 10 cents
prosper and who are always glad to
Portland, Ore., Sept. 3 Contending higher. Bulk of sales, $6.506.880;
meet him when he comes, to the city,
Assessment Rolls Received.
that the United States district attor
In the party which left for Roswell
and butchers $6.506.87
The following assessment rolls have ney was not warranted by law in at packers
this morning were Secretary and Mrs. been
light,
$6.306.80; pigs, $3.505.50.
received in the office of Travel- tempting to collect the $1,000 fine im.
Nathan Jaffa, Miss Jaffa, Land Com4,000. Market steady. Mut, Sheep
Auditor Charles V. Safford, show- posed upon the late United States Senmissioner R. P. Ervien, who will at- ing
tons, $3.754.25; lambs.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
$45.50;
the increase in the assessed valua- ator Mitchell in connection with the
tend the Old Settlers picnic at Ros- ing
range wethers, $3.50(4.35; fed ewes
over
tion
the
assessment
of
last
land fraud cases from his estate, Unit- $3.254.25.
OUDROW'S OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35 well Saturday, and K. K. Scott, who Quay county, assessment of year:
1907, ed States Judge Wolverton yesterday
'.returned
to
home
142.
after
his
No.
Chicago, Sept. 3 Cattle, not given.
and
attending
Llncol
Avenue, Night
Sundays. Telephone
Residence,
$989,741; 1908, $2,456,360. Gain over handed down a decision vacating the
Market steady. Beeves, $3.407.70;
the Bar Association and the Supreme
fine imposed upon the senator July 25,
also Thornton Vic- 1907, $1,320,229.
court sessions;
Texans, $3.40?D5.70; westerns, $3.20
San Juan county, assessment
of 1905. After Mitchell's sentence an ap
5.80; stockers and feeders, $2.60
tory, Frank Curry, Fritz Muller, and
1907, $1,095,151.13; 1908, $1,178,625. peal was taken to the United States
W. M. Taber, Jr., who' went to at4.50;, cows and heifers, $1.755.70;
Gain over 1907 returns, $77,873.87.
supreme court, but before a decision calves, $5.507.50.
tend the Military Institute.
They
San Miguel county, assessment of was announced, the senator died. As a
.
Central
in a
went via the Santa Fe
Sheep 17,000. Market not given.
1907 $3,775,506;' 1908, $4,106,312. Gain result of this decision the estate of
Western, $2..254.20; yearlings, $4.10
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
special train as far as Torrance whjre over .1907 returns of $321,569.
Senator Mitchell will now be settled.
4.75; lambs, $3.256;
stockers,
special automobiles met him this afMember Board of Regents School' of
50 per ton
Raton
Screened
$4
Lump
Roswell
reach
ternoon.
will
$3.256.10;
They
,
Mines Appointed.
"
NATIONAL BANK AT
5.25
ittonero "
this evening. Governor George Curry
Qovernor
Curry has
on account of illness was unable to
NILES, OHIO, INSOLVENT
6.00
Cerrlllos
The New Mexican Printing comas a
Brown, of Socorro,
d
to
had
he
go, although
planned
has prepared civil and criminal
pany
member of the board of regents of the
Sawed Weed acd Kiiidlirg
Anthracite Coal all sizes $
..
the reunion Saturday.
Washington,
Sept. 3 The First
New Mexico School of Mines at Socor- National Bank of Nlles, Ohio, was dockets especially for the use of JusAll Kinds of Steam Coal.
tices of the peace. They are especialSmithing Ccal
ro. .
closed today by order of the board of
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
Appointed Member Board of Trus-- . directors on the ground of insolvency. either,.
or English, made of
Spanish
tees of Insane Asylum.
P. Tlllinghast was appointed receiver
Near A. T, A 3. F. Depot
Phone No. 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
record paper, strongly and durgood
reGovernor
has
of the institution.
George Curry
Continued From Page Five.)
ably bound with leather back and
appointed E. D. Goodall, of Las
covers and canvas sides, have full
Santa Fe and Santa Fe Central Vegas as a member of the board of SPANISH WAR VETERANS
index In front and the fees of justices
TO MEET IN TACOMA
trains reported on time; Denver and trustees of the .New Mexico Asylum
of the peace and constahles printed
You Can Add To Your Pile
for the Insane; located at Las Cruces.
Boston, Mass., Sept. 3. fhe
Rio Grande two hours late.
in full on the first page.
The pages
erican
Notaries Public Appointed.
veterans today voted to are 10
sad
D.
Sena
Jose
the
received
Mayor
books are
inches.
These
The following notaries public have hold their next encampment at Taco-ma- ,
Intelligence of the death of the
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Washington.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Adair been appointed by Governor George
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Dr Diaz Sanitarium Inc. of Las Cruces, the death occurred on Curry for their respective counties:
both civil and criminal bound in one
Julian J. Ross, of Raton, Colfax
The New Mexican can do printing book. 80 pages civil and 320 pages
September 1. The parents are well- county.
known in Santa Fe.
to that done in any of the large criminal. To introduce them they are
William C. Oesterch, of Albuquer- equal
The Sisters of the Blessed Sacra
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of offered at the following prices:
,
Bernalillo county.
work we turn out. Try our stock once Civil or Criminal .........,...,$2.75
ment yesterday awarded the contract que,
Eugene J. H. Roy, of Roy, Mora and you will
for the erection of a handsome two-- t
certainly come again. We Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
brick dormitory building on the county.
all the facilities fo rturnlng out
have
story
For 45 cents additional for a single
$16 and up per week.
site of the one burned last winter at John J. Herlnga, of Pasamonte,' Un- every class of work, including one sf docket, or 55 cents additional for a
the St. Catherine's Indian school. The ion county. .
the best binderies in the West.
combination docket, they will be sent
Nora Hogg, of Lakewood, Eddy coun
contract was awarded to Carlos Dig-neby mail or prepaid express. Cash In
and F, P. Crichton, contractors ty.
siaie
ThA
lull must accompany oraer.
Mav
onmnono
Movioan
PpinMnr
Porta J. Williamson, of Kenna,
' or Spanish-fo- r
and builders. 'The new building it is
whether
English
to
Is
Plainly
de
vlte
furnish
cards
Chaves
prepared
county.
HACK AND TRANSFER LING understood will cost in the neighborladies and for gentlemen on short Panted heading is wanted.
John J. Rapier, of Alamogordo,
hood of $20,000.
by being economical In your exepns-!B- .
notice In first class style at reasonable
Otero county.
For instance, buy your Lumber
or printed. ' The New Mexican Printing corn-CaEdwin P. Seward, of Chlco, Colfax I rices, either engraved
BUSY SCENES AT
New
Mexican
at
the
where it is the best selected, best prePrlntlngcompany will do vour job work with neat-panU. S. INDIAN SCHOOL county.'
and dispatch.
ness
Call
Zook't
of
Hume
up
213
William
Phone
best
and
condtion. You will pay
Clayton,
Brown,
pared
Pharmacy..
Union
county.
no mope for it than for Lumber that
Superintendent Clinton J. CrandaU
Articles of Incorporation.
of the United States Indian Training '
has been poorly stored, but you will
The
following articles' of incorpora
For
Pure Cream and fjilk School, is a very busy man these days.
save lots of money in the long run and
been filed in the office of
have
tion
comterm
The
has
scholastic
there
I
save yourself much annoyance
Territorial
No.
148
and
Red
Secretary Nathan Jaffa:
Telephone
menced and about 200 Indian boys and
The
Investment company
trouble.
Waverly
homes
from
have
their
We Comply with the
returned
'girls
of business at Clovis,
Principal
place
arrivare
for
More
school
attendance.
Pare Food Laws.
Rolnick
ing dally. About the 10th of ,the month Roosevelt county. Agent, Myer
-f Clovis.' Object, to buy and sell real
to
Crandall
expects
Superintendent
have three hundred at the school and estate! to make loans and take mortgages therefor, both real estate and
everything running smoothly,
etc. Capital stock,
i
i lie lunutj ui lcia;ucii5 auu cmyiujco personal property,
100 shares of the
divided
$
into
10,000,
inon
at
the
of last year is still
duty
oHhiHrm p.uorvt hintr la in fw iaft par value of $100 each. Existence 50
condition and the grounds and garden years. Incorporators: Myer Rolnick,
John R. Anderson, iboth of Clovis; S.
present a very pretty appearance.
It will pay you to visit our new
)
The girls who have been employed E, Sands, of Boise, Oklahoma.
The Sisters of Mercy of New Mexico.
When In the City to visit the
department.
as domestics by various families in
mi
school work Principle office, Silver City, Grant
to
returned
have
the
lifTERS
city
OLD AID
25
to
Ladies
Shoes.
$3
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Stanislaus.
Sister
county.
Mary
Agent,
ORIGINAL CURIO STORE
of
them
and
a
dozen
There were about
Men's Shoes $2 00 to $4 50
Object, to acquire, erect, maintain and
they all made a little money.
a sanotorlum and hospital in
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thousands of curious and relics see
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In America, cast. In 1330
Stock of Turquois from our own mines
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.

STRAW HATS, GOING AT 50 CTS.
I

J. S. CAINDELARIO Proprietor.

301 303 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, in ,
Look for the old cart on top of the store building
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